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1

P R O C E E D I N G S

2

Madison County Board of Adjustment Quasi-judicial Public

3

Hearing,

4
5

June 18, 2019,
(WHEREUPON, due to the room acoustics and the

6

layout of the courtroom, the following

7

testimony may contain unclear or

8

unintelligible speech that was transcribed as

9

inaudible)

10

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Good evening.

This is a

11

continuation of the regular Board of

12

Adjustment meeting.

13

ask Mr. Sneed and Mr. Gulden, are all

14

documents in evidence into the record that

15

you want?

16

MR. SNEED:

We will proceed and I

I used Exhibit 17 and 18 but forgot to

17

ask for them to be admitted.

18

slides that dealt with how the rules -- how

19

the EPA draws the asphalt plant and how the

20

North Carolina rules are set and Mr.

21

Vandenmeiracker talked about them but I

22

forgot to offer them.

23

and she has copies.

24

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

25

MR. SNEED:

They were

So I'll offer them now

So you've added them?

She has copies.
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CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

2

MR. SNEED:

Have they been -- okay.

I asked Mr. Vandenmeiracker about

3

them, he testified about them and when he

4

finished I forgot to offer them into the

5

record.

6

copies.

7
8
9

So I'll do that now and she has

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

So we have to -- we are

accepting them into the record.
MR. SNEED:

If you would.

10

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

11

(WHEREUPON, Applicant Exhibits Numbers 17 and 18

12
13

Yes.

were admitted into evidence)
MR. GULDEN:

And Madam Chair, I think I had given

14

Madam Court Reporter all of my exhibits that

15

were offered, authenticated, identified which

16

are Exhibits 1 through 14 with the exceptions

17

of Exhibit 3 and 12 which were identified but

18

objected to and not offered.

19

those 1 through 14 with the exception of 3

20

and 12 haven't been offered into, we would

21

offer them now but I think they have been.

22
23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

So if any of

So we will confirm that

they are accepted into record.

24

MR. GULDEN:

25

MR. SNEED:

Thank you.
And the five big charts are too big to
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go on the record so we consent that I will

2

take them to my office and if somebody wants

3

to see them I'll get them to them.

4

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

Our next step is, we have

5

been documented that all the documents are in

6

record and we are now ready to proceed to

7

closing arguments.

8

MR. TUZIW:

9

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

10

MR. TUZIW:

Mr. Sneed, you have --

Madam Chair?
Yes?

Before we go onto closing arguments,

11

after last night's testimony I have a few

12

questions I'd like to ask of Mr. Hyder, the

13

fire marshal.

14

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

15

Okay.

Yes, proceed.

You've already been sworn in as a

16

witness, so Mr. Hyder, are you prepared to --

17

please sit and you have already been sworn

18

in?

19

MR. HYDER:

20

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

21
22

Yes.
Thank you.

JEFF HYDER, being previously sworn was
examined and testified as follows:

23

EXAMINATION

24

BY MR. TUZIW:

25

Q.

Jeff, the questions I got for you, and it's pertaining
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to last night they, Mr. Reed's side, gave us a list of

2

conditions that they would be willing to comply with.

3

On number 3 states, "Obtain approved fire plan and

4

approval of compliance to the Madison County Fire

5

Department."

6

department can you tell me which fire district is

7

responsible for reacting to any issues there?

Since we don't have a county fire

8

A.

The marshal at Smoky Mountain Fire Department.

9

Q.

And are they in your opinion equipped to handle the

10

conditions and issues that could apply such as foam and

11

so forth if there's a fire?

12

the testimony from Chief Scott Austin from the Union

13

South Carolina Fire Department and he brought up issues

14

about fire hydrants and how close they work and how

15

they should be.

16

county requirements for their plant site as far as fire

17

protection?

18

A.

Because I'm going back to

And I'm just curious, what are the

Well, after listening to Mr. Austin's testimony, Chief

19

Austin's testimony, talks about having a fire hydrant

20

500 feet within the asphalt plant and I contacted NC

21

(audience member coughing) that is not actually a fact,

22

you just have to have an approved water supply for the

23

plant.

24

500 gallons per minute for 55 minutes which would be 27

25

and a half thousand gallons of water.

That being the size of that plant would require
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either obtained with the outside source container or a

2

retention pond with a dry hydrant.

3

goes, using the FPA 22 formula it would require about

4

19.18 gallons of foam.

5

the trucks has 15 gallons of foam on the trucks and

6

they have three trucks, that's 45 gallons.

7

Q.

8
9

As far as foam

Fire department, each one of

So you feel that they're sufficiently equipped to
handle any conditions of fires that would occur there?

A.

10

There would have to be a nozzle placed on the top of
that tank in order for that foam to work efficiently.

11

Q.

Do they have that nozzle?

12

A.

That would be a part they haven't gotten to yet because

13
14

the permit's not been approved.
Q.

15
16

So we don't know if they would have sufficient
equipment to handle --

A.

Well, I don't know if they have it but they'd be

17

required to have it in order to operate the plant

18

because I wouldn't let them open unless they had that

19

sufficient.

20

Q.

That's what I wanted to know.

21

A.

You're welcome.

22
23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Thank you.

Are you prepared -- are you

ready to keep going?

24

MR. TUZIW:

I'm done.

25

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

Mr. Sneed.
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MR. SNEED:

Yes, ma'am.

2

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

It is my understanding that you

3

have -- that you are entitled for opening and

4

closing statements to start?

5

MR. SNEED:

6

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

7
8
9

Yes.
Okay.

Will you proceed.

CLOSING STATEMENT
BY MR. SNEED:
possible.

And I'll try to be as brief as
I would like to thank you, I had

10

never seen a volunteer board as diligent and

11

-- I've seen some juries that have been

12

diligent but I've never seen a volunteer

13

board to work as hard as you did and seven,

14

eight days has been exhausting.

15

The Reed family and their company, on

16

their behalf, they've never done this before.

17

They've worked hard to try and make a good

18

project that would be good for Madison County

19

and on their behalf, I ask you to find that

20

this -- issue the conditional use permit

21

finding it will not adversely affect the

22

health and safety of persons residing or

23

working in the neighborhood of the proposed

24

use.

25

public welfare or injurious to property or

It will not be detrimental to the
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public improvements in the neighborhood.

2

ask you to adopt the conditions we provided

3

with, you know, I've got the fire department

4

described all in there, that'd be fine to

5

change with us.

6

And

What matters is competent, material,

7

substantial and relevant evidence.

8

been -- we've heard a lot of unsubstantiated

9

fears, speculations and that's not evidence.

10

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:

11

MR. SNEED:

12
13

There's

That's not what?

It's not evidence.

Speculation is not

evidence.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I'm going to stop right here, if

14

you wouldn't mind, Mr. Sneed.

15

no comments.

16

have -- this is a quasi-judicial meeting and

17

we are here to hear the closing statements

18

for those that are authorized to have -- to

19

make closing statements and we ask that

20

everyone in the room honor that.

21

very serious job to do here and we cannot do

22

that job if there -- if we cannot hear what

23

everyone is saying and for us to be able to

24

do our job.

25

MR. SNEED:

There's to be

As we have said every night, we

We have a

Thank you.

There is no such thing as zero in the
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atmosphere for these chemicals and pollutants

2

that are out there.

3

substantial evidence before you that benzene

4

outdoors, benzene in this room is higher than

5

what's emitted at the boundary of the quarry.

6

There's benzene in the air everywhere.

7

There's PM2.5 that comes out of diesel

8

trucks; diesel trucks ride through this town

9

all the time.

There have been

It's in the air all the time.

10

Same with formaldehyde.

11

going to be zero.

12

the permissible limits, safe limits for

13

activity in the state.

14

about the EPA every five years they review

15

all of these standards.

16

required to follow the EPA standards.

17

also have the ability to make them more

18

severe.

19

Mr. Vandenmeiracker explained with medical

20

people and input.

21

standards are not low enough they can make

22

them low enough.

23

So it's not -- never

The question is what are

We've gone over this

North Carolina is
They

They have an advisory counsel that

If they believe the

So these are the standards established

24

by the state and we've got substantial -- in

25

fact, the only evidence before you is that we
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meet all of these state standards and I'll go

2

over those in just a minute.

3

two highly qualified experts testify to you

4

that this was, in their opinion this was not

5

adverse -- would not adversely affect the

6

health or safety of persons in the

7

neighborhood, would not be injurious to

8

property or welfare or to public

9

improvements.

And we've had

And both of them said they'd

10

sure put their mother in the nursing home

11

right up there.

12

understand that this stuff is in the air all

13

the time and the question is not just one

14

more drop is bad, but what level does create

15

a bad situation and they set these

16

regulations and we meet them all and there's

17

no evidence that we don't meet the state

18

regulation for safety.

19

That's because they

So we had Exhibit 22, and I'll hand it

20

up, the formaldehyde level that's coming out

21

of this plant is just barely over the limit

22

to require a permit.

23

bit less we wouldn't even require a permit.

24

The formaldehyde that comes out of this is

25

one-tenth of the allowable ambient

If it was just a little
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concentration.

One-tenth.

The benzene that

2

comes out of this plant is about a third --

3

about a third of the allowable ambient

4

concentration at the quarry boundary.

5

arsenic is about half of the allowable

6

ambient limit.

7

in the air everywhere right now.

8

any -- it can't be zero, there's industrial

9

activity around, there's the quarry, but it

The

And there's -- this stuff is
There's not

10

produces up -- it's produced all the time.

11

The nickel is about a ninth of the limit,

12

one-ninth of the limit.

13

So and all the limits were met.

All --

14

we were less than all the limits and way less

15

at the quarry boundary than we were at the

16

site because the quarry boundary's 100 and

17

some feet away.

18

these up if you want to refresh your memory

19

about them.

20

If I may, I'll just hand

We had a lot of testimony about PM25

21

particulates.

Mr. Vandenmeiracker testified

22

that the amount of PM25 that's generated at

23

this plant was the equivalent -- was the

24

equivalent to adding one 300 horse power

25

diesel truck and driving it around every day,
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eight hours a day.

2

there's diesel trucks driving up and down in

3

front of the doctor's office every day.

4

There's PM25 coming out of those trucks by

5

her office and the playground every day.

6

One diesel truck.

And

So we had discussions about benzene and

7

the benzene is just a minuscule part of the

8

allowable limit.

9

80 micrograms per cubic meter and we're

10

generating some point 0 something, .045

11

micrograms, not even a whole microgram.

12

Pumping gasoline exposes you to about 92

13

micrograms per cubic meter.

14

you got a lawnmower in your garage you're

15

going to have benzene in your house.

16

your lawnmower there's going to be benzene in

17

your yard, your chainsaw, straight trimmer,

18

they all emit benzene.

19

McGhee talked about benzene and said well, it

20

ought to be zero.

21

Outdoor air typically has

Dr. Zhang said

You use

In fact, benzene, Dr.

Well, let's just follow that through.

22

Benzene is a product of incomplete combustion

23

and I didn't realize this, but apparently

24

every fire that ever burns everything up, it

25

emits benzene.

Everything that burns emits
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benzene.

It also emits carbon monoxide in

2

addition to carbon dioxide.

3

that burns emits benzene so that would mean

4

engine gasoline and fuel.

5

that he made was it should be zero.

6

follow that through.

7

couldn't have a fireplace, couldn't have a

8

fire pit, couldn't have a boiler heater,

9

couldn't have gas heat, couldn't have a coal

So everything

So the proposition
Let's

Couldn't burn charcoal,

10

power plant.

11

plant, couldn't have a steam ship, couldn't

12

have a jet airplane.

13

anything that burns.

14

Couldn't have a gas power

You couldn't have

Humans have been exposed to benzene

15

since they discovered fire.

16

have a cooking fire you emit benzene.

17

then it wouldn't be zero because lightening

18

would strike a dry forest somewhere and you'd

19

have a forest fire and it'd produce benzene.

20

So that's one side of the benzene issue.

21

Every time you
But

The other side of the benzene issue is

22

as Dr. Zhang explained, the benzene in the

23

atmosphere declines by half every six to 20

24

days and that's because as he said, the

25

atmosphere cleans itself.
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does it is sunlight and ultraviolet light

2

create ions in the atmosphere and the ions

3

make the benzene and the carbon monoxide,

4

that's another emission, they oxidize and

5

they turn benzene to C6H6 or something, I

6

think, then it turns into CO2 and water.

7

half of the amount in the atmosphere goes

8

away every six to 20 days.

9

news about Mother Earth taking care of the

10
11

And

That's the good

way we live.
So the amount that comes out of this

12

plant is minuscule.

It's less than what's in

13

probably in your house at the boundary.

14

may be six times more in your house.

15

it's not -- it's not a danger to anyone under

16

the standards of science that people

17

understand.

18

cumulative, but that's -- as he said, they

19

take that into account when they're setting

20

the standards for exposure.

21

evidence introduced at all that said these

22

standards were too high.

23

evidence.

24

this and this standard is too high, it ought

25

to be lower.

It

And

Yes, exposure to benzene is

There was no

No scientific

Nobody came and said I studied

Nobody's been to the state and
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complained about the standards, none of the

2

doctors.

3

have never contacted the state.

4

both the experts testified there was no

5

danger to the health of the people in the

6

neighborhood or to the property.

7

was asked about damages to vegetables in

8

China, a study Dr. Zhang did.

9

the pollution there was thousands of times

If they're concerned about it, they
And again,

Question

And he said

10

higher than it was here.

And you've seen

11

pictures of people walking around in China

12

with a mask on because the pollution is

13

horrible.

14

So it would seem to make sense for

15

Madison County to approve this project.

16

property is zoned for asphalt plants.

17

zoned for all sorts of things, shooting

18

ranges.

It's the only industrial area of the

19

county.

It's been zoned that way for a long,

20

long time.

21

for the county on private jobs.

22

be property tax on the plant which is

23

millions of dollars for the cost.

24

paving would actually be available at

25

reasonable cost to people in Madison County

The
It's

There will be sales tax generated
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and you'd have competition pricing on asphalt

2

which is now basically controlled by APAC and

3

Rogers, their competitors.

4

Reed testify that they have paving crews and

5

they show up at the same bids that they show

6

up to in the process of change.

7

You heard Mr.

Property values, the ordinance doesn't

8

actually say anything about property values;

9

it says injury to property.

But there's been

10

evidence about property values and I want to

11

go over that and I'll hand these up before I

12

change subjects.

13

Bruggeman who was interested in this and I

14

understand his anxiety about it.

15

that it is after this, displaced anxiety, I

16

believe that this will not hurt his property

17

value.

18

understand his anxiety about it.

19

an opinion, said he was a provisional broker.

20

Well, he's not really authorized to issue

21

opinions.

22

statistics.

23

that information that he provided and we said

24

over and over again, you take a small area

25

and compare it to the whole zip code it's not

It started off with Mr.

I believe

That's my personal belief but I
He offered

He's also well-trained in
And our basis of objection to
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the proper way to do it.

2

you should compare like properties.

3

that.

4

And Mr. Read said
He said

But the thing that we learned yesterday

5

that was most disturbing was that Mr.

6

Bruggeman in his written report said the

7

points represent outlier data which were

8

included in the analysis.

9

yesterday that the outliers were not included

And we learned

10

in the analysis.

Now, Mr. Read relied on Mr.

11

Bruggeman's report.

12

values out of the data set.

13

to the zip code which we think is improper

14

and on page 14 he's looking at Waynesville

15

which we focused a lot of Waynesville.

16

outliers are really small but he had one,

17

two, three, four, five outliers in the one

18

mile around the plant that were all high-

19

priced, he took them out.

20

out the high-priced properties -- after he'd

21

taken out the high-priced properties, he

22

said, oh well, the property values around an

23

asphalt plant are way low compared to the

24

whole zip code.

25

conclusion on page 14 that showed -- this

He left out the outlier
He compared it

These

After he had taken

And then we had his
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shows that the existing properties in the

2

two-mile circle have increased at a slower

3

rate compared to the zip code.

4

he said in that report.

5

That's what

So we had Ms. Carmichael look at that

6

and she found that wasn't true, that the zip

7

code increased over 15 years at 58 percent,

8

prices throughout the whole zip code.

9

right here around the asphalt plant increased

So

10

72 percent and she was grilled about did she

11

understand his methodology.

12

Neither do I.

13

outliers.

14

the methodology was, if it produces a dead

15

wrong answer it's screwed up.

16

She doesn't.

I don't understand taking out

But it doesn't matter.

Whatever

So then we looked at, and Ms. Carmichael

17

looked at Exhibit 51 about the properties

18

over in -- off the highway, Asheville Highway

19

in Hendersonville and we've given you those

20

all the way back to 1990.

21

show that the property closest, that is

22

within a half a mile from a asphalt plant

23

were generally higher each year in sales

24

prices than the ones outside the half mile,

25

between the half mile and a mile.
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them inside the mile were lower than the

2

properties outside of the mile, but Ms.

3

Carmichael's general point is if asphalt

4

plant depress property values, would it not

5

be logical that the closer you got, the lower

6

the price?

7

this location.

8
9

And that's not what we've seen in

And Mr. Read in his expert report,
subsequent expert report attempted to draw

10

all sorts of graphs with her numbers.

But on

11

page 10 inside the half mile, he finds that

12

the property prices increased 195 percent

13

from year 14 to year 25, much higher than the

14

properties outside, much faster, much higher,

15

a bigger increase than the properties outside

16

the five-mile -- in the five-mile area.

17

There is a low amount of data when

18

you're looking at a small area, any

19

complaints about the low amount of data, but

20

if you look at the data over a period -- a

21

five-year period, 20-year period the trend is

22

the closer the properties to that asphalt

23

plant went at higher prices most of the time.

24

So we think there's substantial credible

25

evidence that there is no damage or will be
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no damage to property values in the

2

neighborhood.

3

Read did concede and they did find that the

4

quarry itself had had no adverse effect on

5

property values around the quarry.

6

their reports, both of them.

Now, Mr. Bruggeman and Mr.

That's in

7

We've shown you the one just off

8

Hendersonville Road which is surrounded by

9

trees and is not next to the road, but two-

10

tenths, three-tenths of a mile off the road.

11

All the rest of them are right there on the

12

road, we showed you.

13

is right on the road.

14

plant site that they select is way off the

15

road, it's behind the hill.

16

it's 99 feet below the highway bypass.

17

126 below the hill that you go over above the

18

asphalt plant.

19

the northeast and it's 75 feet below a hill

20

to the north, a ridge.

21

have trees on them that stick up 30, 40 feet

22

more.

23

leaves comes off in the winter but the --

24

there are hills to the east and south, the

25

edge of the quarry that block it.

The one in Waynesville
We showed you the

It's 300 and -It's

It's 106 feet below a hill to

And all those ridges

And they have leaves that will -- the
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going to be able to see this quarry except

2

from way far away -- corner when the leaves

3

come off.

4

to see the whole thing, they'll only be able

5

to see part of it which you saw from the

6

drone taking a 360 degree picture.

7

And there's -- then won't be able

So there's a common sense test on the

8

valuation.

The quarry is not affecting,

9

adversely affecting property values.

How

10

could an unseen down in the quarry small

11

asphalt plant, three-quarters surrounded by

12

hills that meets all environmental rules and

13

makes less noise than the quarry, how could

14

that have any more effect on the value of the

15

property around it?

16

to about this and said, there's going to be a

17

quarry, why is it an issue?

18

in the quarry like the ones over there in

19

Hendersonville next to the highway and up on

20

the hill with all this ground-up asphalt pile

21

around it.

22

nobody can see it.

23

be able to hear.

24

that the sound of that fan when the mixer is

25

going at 800 feet away would be the sound of

First appraiser I talked

It was not just

It's down in the quarry where
And I believe nobody will
The testimony we had was
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the air conditioner unit outside, HVAC fan

2

unit, and that's about 50, 52 dB.

3

surprising with all those trees in between

4

and hills in between that it's that high at

5

all, but nobody would offer an opinion other

6

than to say it'd probably be less.

7

It'd be

So we'd ask you to approve this permit.

8

We think we've introduced substantial

9

evidence and there is no really relevant

10

substantial evidence other than fear about

11

what's in the atmosphere and whether any

12

conditions at all were created.

13

that's coming over here from Johnson City or

14

Knoxville or Waynesville, they've got diesel

15

trucks over there.

16

The air that's coming over here has got some

17

of that stuff in it and when it cools down it

18

goes in the river.

19

speculation.

20

and measure what's in the river right now.

21

And then to say, to speculate that very, very

22

small amounts that this plant is going to

23

emit that hang around and don't get blown

24

away by the wind is going to create a problem

25

on the river, is just speculation.

The air

They've got factories.

And that's all

You've had nobody go out there
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diesel truck drives through Marshall putting

2

out benzene, PM2.5.

3

river, it's going up in that fog and it's

4

been doing that for years.

5

we met the burden of proof and we hope you

6

approve it.

7
8
9

If there's fog on the

So we think that

CLOSING STATEMENT
BY MR. GULDEN:

Members of the board, thank you,

it has been a long process, as Mr. Sneed

10

said.

And as you would suspect, I will try

11

to be brief but I probably won't be and I

12

will disagree with a significant amount of

13

what Mr. Sneed said.

14

First, I have to say Mr. Sneed said that

15

there's been no evidence that they don't meet

16

the state regulations.

17

board is tasked with these three findings,

18

that the use will not adversely affect the

19

health or safety of persons residing or

20

working in the neighborhood; that the use

21

will not be detrimental to the public

22

welfare; and the use will not be injurious to

23

property or public improvements.

24

not do a lot of things good, like math, but I

25

can tell you right now there is nowhere in

Except that this
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these standards that it says, But if you meet

2

the state regulations, all is good.

3

say that anywhere.

4

Doesn't

This board is not tasked with making the

5

determination as to whether the xylene,

6

benzene, formaldehyde, arsenic meets the

7

state regulations.

8

the determination of will use adversely

9

affect the health or safety of persons

This board is tasked with

10

working or residing in the neighborhood?

11

Will it be detrimental to the public welfare?

12

Will it be injurious to the property or

13

public improvements in the neighborhood?

14

Well, what is the neighborhood?

The

15

neighborhood is Doug Bruggeman who lives, who

16

adjoins the property.

17

Number 12 of the Applicant we know that Mr.

18

Bruggeman lives exactly, his house is exactly

19

1,095 feet away from the Madison Asphalt

20

proposed plant.

21

Exhibit 12 of the Applicant.

22

neighborhood.

23

PhD in environmental economics, that for a

24

living he goes out and studies the value of

25

property and how an environmental impact

And thanks to Exhibit

We know that.

That was
He is in the

He testified that he has got a
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would affect that property.

He pulled 15

2

years of property values and using the

3

required formula in statistics he of course

4

got rid of those outliers.

5

oh, Mr. Bruggeman didn't get rid of those

6

outliers.

7

introduced.

8

the 50 percent of those homes that sold.

9

threw out the -- he marked the 25 percent

Mr. Sneed said

Look at his report, it was
He absolutely did.

He looked at
He

10

above it and 25 percent below it and he threw

11

out the outliers.

12

everybody's been talking about, you want to

13

compare similar properties.

14

property that sold well below the norm.

15

Maybe it caught on fire.

16

shell.

17

under statistical rules throw out those

18

outliers.

19

report, who lives in the neighborhood, did

20

his study using his PhD and said this asphalt

21

plant if permitted here will have a

22

detrimental effect on his property value.

23

will agree with Mr. Sneed on that, it doesn't

24

say injurious to property value, but

25

certainly case law is replete with evidence

Why?

Because that's

There may be a
Why?

Maybe it was just a

Maybe it was nothing.

You have to

Mr. Bruggeman, in his 15 year
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that injury to property means the value of

2

one's property.

3

neighborhood, the neighborhood that this

4

board is tasked with making this

5

determination has testified competently with

6

material evidence that his property will

7

absolutely be adversely effected.

8
9

Mr. Bruggeman in the

Who else is in the neighborhood?
have Laura Evans.

We

Laura Evans runs a summer

10

camp for children.

11

feet of the quarry property.

12

that she's going to have children outside

13

running and playing and learning, growing

14

fruit and vegetables in her garden and while

15

they're out there, they're teaching on these

16

sustainable practices.

17

include a young child running across the

18

field and grabbing a vegetable leaf.

19

And Dr. Zhang.

Her property is within 50
She indicates

Which would might

I mean, I love that man.

20

He was as honest as the day is long.

21

Zhang did a report, absolutely did a report

22

and in his findings demonstrated that

23

planting vegetables, even testified to this

24

right up there, planting vegetables near

25

industrial facilities pose potential cancer
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risks to those who consume the vegetables.

2

Now, he did do the study on the area in China

3

but he was not able to say what amount, if

4

any, that lands on a leaf that is consumed

5

would not pose a risk.

6

all of his honesty said any increase in

7

pollution poses a risk.

8

let that settle in, any increase in pollution

9

poses a risk.

10

In fact, Dr. Zhang in

Any.

Any.

If you

We have Laura Evans that could be posing

11

now a potential risk to all of those

12

individuals that come and use her property.

13

She was up here testifying that obviously

14

that risk is a detriment to the public

15

welfare.

16

Reed doesn't live in the neighborhood.

17

five o'clock guess where he goes?

18

in the neighborhood.

19

neighborhood.

20

this plant is allowed she is certain it would

21

have a negative impact on her business

22

income.

23

She lives in the neighborhood.

Mr.
At

Home.

Not

Laura Evans, in the

Laura Evans testified that if

Who else is in this neighborhood?

24

Jeannie Blethen.

She owns 25 acres.

25

a teaching vineyard.

She has

She has sustainable
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growing techniques.

In fact, she built a

2

classroom for her workshop.

3

people to come and participate in her

4

teaching vineyard.

5

agritourism in Madison County.

6

concerns about inversions and noise.

7

testified that the plant would certainly have

8

an adverse effect on her welfare and the use

9

of her farm for income.

She invites

She is trying to increase
She expressed
She

Where does Jeannie

10

Blethen live?

11

testimony was competent, material and

12

substantial that this will adversely affect

13

the health, the safety of persons residing in

14

the neighborhood.

15

economics of this plant will be significant.

16

I don't see anywhere where it says as long as

17

the use is economically significant it should

18

be approved.

19

In the neighborhood.

Her

Again, Mr. Sneed said the

Not at all.

Who else is in the neighborhood?

Emily

20

Sontag.

She lives further than the majority

21

of the other people that testified but she

22

expressed, or she's expressed concerns that

23

the dust from the blasting of the quarry

24

reaches her property.

25

particulate matter that is 10 microns or

That dust is the
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greater.

That dust that everyone testified

2

falls out quickly, falls out easily.

3

Zhang said that dust is more of a nuisance

4

than anything.

5

contend, who she contends, lives in the

6

neighborhood said that nuisance, that dust

7

reached her house.

8

including Dr. Vanenmeir -- well, he wasn't a

9

doctor, engineer Vandenmeiracker and Dr.

Dr.

But Emily Sontag, who I

All of the experts,

10

Zhang, they testified that there is nothing

11

to prevent the particulate matter, whether

12

it's greater than 10, less than 10, less than

13

2.5, from mixing and traveling in the same

14

dust cloud.

15

She showed pictures.

Now we're going to

16

show a picture of how that dust encroaches up

17

onto her property.

18

emissions when they reached her home have

19

already affected her ability to utilize her

20

property for cattle.

21

an affect on her bee keeping.

22

important than that, more important than

23

that, is that she expressed a concern, if

24

those particulate matters, those particulate

25

matters 2.5 and less that Dr. Zhang said

She testified that the

She said it would have
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travel three to four days and are in your

2

lungs, breathe them in deeply and they cause

3

significant effect and they cause effects

4

that -- increase effects on individuals with

5

asthma.

6

testified about her fears that those

7

particulate matters that already reach her

8

house will have an increased adverse health

9

effect on her young daughter with asthma.

Emily Sontag in the neighborhood and

10

She's in the neighborhood.

11

about injury.

12

or safety.

13

She's testifying

She's testifying about health

Who else is in the neighborhood?

Mr.

14

John Davis.

15

house from here.

16

the -- well, worked in the Burnsville plant

17

or worked in an area close to the Burnsville

18

plant.

19

noise and he testified that if allowed this

20

will absolutely without a doubt have a

21

negative impact on his business.

22

to property.

23

property is injury to your property's value.

24
25

I believe we can all see his
He says he lived next to

He testified about the smell and the

Injurious

Case law says injury to

Who else is in the neighborhood?
Feldman.

Lisa

She adjoins and has the longest
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property line adjacent to the quarry.

2

according to Exhibit 13 of the Applicants,

3

Lisa Feldman and her husband Ed live a mere

4

817 feet away.

5

yesterday in her testimony when the Applicant

6

has been saying, well, our asphalt plant is

7

so low no one's going to be able to see it.

8

But when you look at their elevations and you

9

look at the elevations that were testified to

10

about it and you recall the testimony of Lisa

11

Feldman, she said the smokestack is going to

12

be at the same elevation of her house.

13

same elevation.

14

smokestacks, it was testified to.

15

you don't want the pollution down here where

16

everyone's walking, you at least want it up

17

there in the air as Dr. Zhang said so it kind

18

of disperses up there, right?

19

you want it.

20

Again,

And it was very interesting

The

We all know why we have

Well, guess what?

Because

That's where

That dispersion of

21

pollutants emitted from the asphalt plant are

22

going to be right there at Lisa Feldman's

23

back porch.

24

She expressed concern about the effect that

25

the noise, the odor and the cumulative effect

She lives in the neighborhood.
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of pollution will have on her and her

2

husband, her husband with asthma.

3

recall Dr. Zhang's testimony, and I love it,

4

he said an increase in pollution didn't have

5

a significant adverse effect on individuals,

6

didn't have as big of an adverse effect on

7

individuals that were already sick.

8

the healthy people that it had effect on.

9

Lisa's healthy, she's going to be breathing

And if you

It was

10

it.

11

Dr. Zhang, so it doesn't matter if you're

12

healthy or sick, any increase in pollution is

13

going to have a negative effect?

14

think he even said it twice.

15

correct, correct.

16

safety of persons residing in the

17

neighborhood.

18

neighborhood, I don't know who is.

19

right next door.

20

breathing, seeing, smelling, hearing this

21

plant day in and day out.

22

night in and night out because we had a

23

request yesterday to say, if I need to I'd

24

love to run it at night.

25

When a follow-up question was asked of

Yes.

I

He said

Adversely affect health or

If the Feldmans aren't in the
They're

They're going to be

Maybe I should add

Who else is in the neighborhood?
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Ruemler.

Tim, the gentleman who worked at an

2

asphalt plant when he was young talked about

3

the effects of stress that it can have on

4

someone.

5

significant stress to his life.

6

talked about a house that he loved dearly

7

that if this plant is approved he would have

8

to sell it, if he could.

9

if this plant is approved, this injury to

Explained that this will have
He even

He is worried that

10

property will come to fruition.

11

even need to be part of the equation.

12

board needs to deny this permit application.

13

That doesn't

Who else is in the neighborhood?

This

Mr.

14

Adam Reda.

15

Applicant's wonderful Exhibit 13, we know Mr.

16

Reda with all of these kids running around in

17

the yard as he testified to lives 1,389 feet

18

from the proposed asphalt site.

19

testimony was short yet I will contend to the

20

board, powerful.

21

pollution, odor, respiratory disease, how it

22

will affect his kids when they're playing

23

outside.

24
25

Again, the answer to the

Mr. Reda's

He had concerns over noise,

But that is only half the story.
is the neighborhood.

That's what we're
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looking at, but where do you start?

Where

2

does board start when it looks at injury to

3

neighborhood?

4

the application along with the TRC permit.

5

The TRC permit, if you recall, when it was

6

first part of the application, that TRC

7

permit contained significant errors.

8

Significant in the sense that when Madison

9

County requires the width of a property be

Well, what we have to go on is

10

200 feet, they missed that.

11

their key tried to determine the height of

12

certain facilities, the diesel tank and the

13

concrete tank, they got those wrong.

14

Significant when they rounded down the

15

numbers.

16

forgot to even attach a calculation of the

17

coverage which Madison County required.

18

When they on

Significant in errors when they

It's a particular requirement in the

19

ordinance for Madison County that in an

20

industrial site your lot coverage cannot

21

exceed 40 percent of the total area.

22

board will recall that on the day of that

23

period, that happened to be slip-sheeted in.

24

In fact, we even made a separate exhibit

25

because we had never seen it before.
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report, these guys, they claim they were the

2

experts, got it all wrong.

3

what else TRC got wrong?

4

of particulate matter less than 10 microns.

5

We have levels of particulate matter less

6

than 2.5 microns.

7

levels for sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide,

8

carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds,

9

lead, greenhouse gases, formaldehyde,

How do we know
We have got levels

They, TRC, have put out

10

toluene, hexane, polycyclic organic matter,

11

naphthalene, benzene, ethyl benzene, xylene,

12

nickel metal, methyl chloroform,

13

trimethylpentane, phosphorus metal, lead,

14

hydrogen sulfide, manganese, methyl ethyl

15

ketone, arsenic and nickel.

16

of that estimated in this report for a plant

17

that has yet to exist.

18

They've got all

And what's the problem with all of the

19

airs?

Because like, right at -- these guys

20

didn't pay attention.

21

attention.

22

two that he put up there, Vandenmeiracker and

23

Dr. Zhang relied upon bad work.

24

Mr. George Schewe who we call, had tons of

25

experience in model meteorology, expressed

They weren't paying

Every expert that Mr. Sneed, the
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significant concerns about a few things and

2

one was the fact that the points that they

3

used, and it's in his report in there, that

4

the points that they used did not cover any

5

of the sensitive receptors.

6

at his report, and I'll ask the board to do

7

that.

8

they used didn't cover the ballfield.

9

didn't cover the daycare.

10

Look at his report.

Elderberry.

And if you look

The grid that
It

It didn't cover

It didn't cover the 4H Center.

11

So when TRC says there's going to be 22

12

pollutants that are going to be emitted from

13

this site and it doesn't have any effect,

14

well, they can't say that for certain because

15

their grid that they use to determine the

16

effect was so small.

17

gave an opinion when asked, does the TRC

18

report adequately represent the impact this

19

facility would have on the ambient air

20

quality for those individuals living and

21

residing in the neighborhood and community

22

said I do not think it did a good and

23

adequate job, no.

24
25

George Schewe, in fact,

In fact, again, when we're talking about
all the pollutants that are emitted Dr.
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Zhang, and I can't decide whether he

2

testified for us or not because Dr. Zhang in

3

his report said if I -- not in his report, in

4

his testimony, I think if I were a citizen in

5

this area, if I lived here, I would like to

6

sort of have an overall aggregate study done

7

because there were three -- the only three in

8

Madison County but there were three air

9

quality permits issued for this area.

Dr.

10

Zhang said that.

I think if I were a citizen

11

in this area I would like to have a sort of

12

like an overall aggregate study done.

13

doesn't live in this area, he lives in Chapel

14

Hill which I find is fine because of course

15

Dr. Zhang is like, oh, everybody's good, you

16

all are good here because I live in Chapel

17

Hill and the pollution there is much worse.

18

Except that really got to me.

19

well, people move to Madison County because

20

they don't want to live in Chapel Hill.

21

don't want to live in China where all the

22

studies were done where the people have to

23

live with masks.

24

because it's the jewel of this area because

25

they're not worried about injury to their

He

I'm like,

They

They come to Madison County
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property.

2

with making that determination.

3

Except today this board is tasked

And when you look at other individuals

4

that testified, Alan Basist testified further

5

on the inversions which Mr. Schewe talked

6

about.

7

of great concern for the town of Marshall

8

because as that particulate matter rises, as

9

Dr. Zhang testified to, and floats around in

And he said the particulate matter is

10

the air until it rains, it can float three to

11

four days miles away.

12

recall, said that's going to get trapped in

13

that fog and in that air that slowly makes

14

its way down to John Davis's house, the one

15

that he testified he's worried about his

16

property values.

17

Alan Basist, you will

Dr. Zhang again testified there's two

18

ways to get rid of particulate matters; when

19

it rains or when it has surface impaction.

20

When it rains the particulate matter, fine

21

particulate matter which he said includes

22

arsenic because arsenic doesn't exist as its

23

own independent compound, it exists as a

24

particulate matter attached to something else

25

and he said arsenic nickel.
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don't want to have arsenic nickel, nor does

2

anybody else have arsenic nickel impact me in

3

my deep lungs as Dr. Coverdale testified to.

4

Dr. McGhee came up, a doctor with

5

significant credentials, spoke of the fine

6

particulate matter and that there's no safe

7

level of benzene.

8

in the ideal world I want zero benzene.

9

That's what he said, in the ideal world I

Again, Dr. Zhang states,

10

want zero benzene.

Again, he lives in Chapel

11

Hill because he doesn't care about it.

12

People come to this idealic world, this jewel

13

because they don't want anymore benzene.

14

This plant will produce benzene.

15

of benzene may be less than the state level,

16

but again, the board is not tasked with

17

determining, does it meet the state standard.

18

It is tasked with will it adversely affect

19

the health or safety of persons residing and

20

working in the neighborhood?

21

Zhang's testimony is great.

22

world, i.e., Madison County, I would want

23

zero benzene.

24

of this long closing argument that this board

25

try to meet that zero benzene requirement.

The amount

I think Dr.
In an ideal

We would be asking at the end
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Dr. McGhee also talked about particulate

2

matter, spoke of odors and as it relates to

3

increased heart rate, causing dizziness and

4

nausea.

5

community.

6

with Rob Beddingfield talked about the fires,

7

the adequate water supply.

We heard about safety in the
Fire Chief Scott Austin, along

8

Mr. Beddingfield, he was the one if you

9

remember that talked about the dinky bridge,

10

said he was even scared to have his 350, his

11

Ford F350 cross that dinky bridge.

12

report which talked about the fire spread,

13

the rate it spread, the height of the flame

14

and expressed two concerns.

15

if a fire were to start -- not if, I think he

16

said exclusion is not an option.

17

starts it can have two potential issues.

18

it starts here it's going to spread in a

19

particular way and put all 17 homes on Coates

20

Road in danger.

21

in danger.

22

property of people in the neighborhood, value

23

or not, that's a danger.

24

fire happened to start on one of those 17

25

homes in Coates Road, that poses a huge

He did a

The concern was

When a fire
If

All 17 homes on Coates Road

Certainly that's injurious to
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problem to the three -- the 15,000-gallon

2

diesel fuel tank.

3

even -- he hadn't thought about that.

4

the board members may have asked him about

5

that.

6

I even think he didn't
One of

So we've got health by the doctors that

7

says it will adversely affect these folks.

8

think Dr. McGhee, when asked about his

9

opinion that if the asphalt plant is built

I

10

will it have a negative adverse effect on

11

health of those individuals, he said it is

12

dangerous for our children, our elderly

13

people, it's absolutely dangerous.

14

Particulate matter with benzene is absolutely

15

dangerous.

He said it twice, it's absolutely

16

dangerous.

His opinion that if the asphalt

17

plant is built it will have an adverse health

18

and safety effect on persons working and

19

residing in the neighborhood.

20
21
22

Then you look at the last, injurious to
-- oh, strike that.
Then you look at detrimental to public

23

welfare.

Dr. Coverdale, everybody knows Dr.

24

Coverdale.

25

welfare and the fact that children in this

She spoke about the public
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area where the asphalt plant is proposed

2

spend a significant time -- can spend a

3

significant time in their lives in this area,

4

beginning with the daycare, moving on as they

5

grow to play at the ballfields.

6

-- then to the school up the street.

7

expressed concern over fine particulate

8

matter which when breathed in reaches deep

9

into the lungs and can cause significant

10
11

Then up the
She

overreaction in asthma.
I'll go back to Dr. Zhang.

And he said

12

particulate matter, PM2.5 is a health hazard.

13

No question about it.

14

Dr. Zhang about it got him to admit that

15

there was going to be about 1,580 pounds per

16

year of additional particulate matter

17

emitted.

18

goes on and says arsenic is actually part of

19

PM2.5 because they're in particulate form

20

already.

21

particulate phase.

22

Mr. Sneed, in asking

1,580 pounds a year.

Dr. Zhang

Arsenic nickel is already in the

And then he did -- then I asked him

23

about some of the studies he did when I

24

talked about particulate matter and he got

25

very excited when I asked him about a study
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that showed an increase in particulate 2.5

2

concentrations being associated with an

3

increased relative risk of heart attack.

4

I said, do you remember writing that?

5

said, oh yes, yes, correct.

6

Zhang is saying well, yeah, the state says

7

it's at this level.

8

matters don't meet this level, it's got to be

9

safe.

And

He

I mean, Dr.

These particulate

Except every study he did, all of the

10

testimony elicited on cross-examination to

11

which he was very excited about testifying

12

to, seemed to contradict what he was saying

13

on the stand.

14

boy, I'm really worried about all these kids

15

that are out there playing on the ballfields

16

where the particulate matter will get re-

17

aerosolized.

18

Dr. Coverdale finally said,

And Dr. Zhang agreed with her.

He said did a study in Southern

19

California and the findings were that

20

children spending longer time playing sports

21

in the afternoon had a lower lung capacity

22

because of the pollution.

23

that children spending longer time playing

24

sports in the afternoon had a lower lung

25

capacity because of the pollution.
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and I would contend to the board, that's

2

exactly the concern Dr. Coverdale expressed

3

while she was testifying here, that the young

4

children who were out there playing numerous

5

baseball games throughout their entire young

6

life are going to have reduced lung capacity.

7

That is a significant detrimental effect to

8

the public welfare.

9

Finally, Don Read, Mr. Sneed spent a lot

10

of time talking back and forth about what

11

each one of the expert says.

12

his closing statement that he doesn't believe

13

that his opinion, Mr. Sneed's opinion was

14

that it won't have any adverse effect on the

15

property value.

16

expert's report.

17

report after her second day of hearing, it

18

showed that some of the conclusions that she

19

made comparisons of were based on the fact

20

that one property sold.

21

sale of one property to 11 and said because

22

that one property median was higher than the

23

11, there's no effect.

24

three houses in group four to 14.

25

compared the sale of four houses to 29.

He even said in

I guess he relied on his
And when she introduced her

She compared the

She compared sales of
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can the sale of four houses give you any

2

significant material competent data related

3

to the difference between 29?

4

compared it to 832.

5

She compared two houses, the sale of two

6

houses to 11 and said, well, the sale of

7

those two houses was more than the 11 so no

8

adverse effect.

And then she

That is in her report.

Look closely at her report.

9

In fact, Mr. Read, Don Read, not the

10

Applicant's father Don Reed, testified up

11

here that a half mile radius around the

12

proposed site, around any site, is too small

13

of a sample to get any useful beneficial

14

data.

15

part on Mr. -- Dr. Bruggeman's report but it

16

was also based on his experience as an MAI

17

since 2000, 19 years.

18

been doing it for a mere, five?

19

nonetheless, that was material, substantial

20

and competent evidence when he found that

21

property within a mile radius around an

22

asphalt plant appreciates slower than it does

23

in the entirety of the zip code.

24

look closely at Ms. Carmichael's study,

25

that's what her study shows.

And his opinion, yes, was based in

Ms. Carmichael has
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exactly that, that the property within a one-

2

mile radius around an asphalt plant has

3

significantly less value.

4

charts, every one of them.

5

mile, one mile.

It is in her
One mile, one

6

So when you take Mr. Read's report and

7

Ms. Carmichael's report, they both show the

8

same thing.

9

thinner.

She sliced her apple a lot

But when you slice it that thin and

10

compare the sale of one house to the sale of

11

11, your results are absolutely skewed.

12

think we got that from the stand from Mr.

13

Reed yesterday and they don't give you any

14

competent material and substantial evidence

15

as to whether this asphalt plant will be

16

injurious to the property in that area.

17

I

Lastly, we heard from Pete Whitlock,

18

attorney, not on behalf of anybody but

19

testifying to the substantial investments

20

he's made here in downtown Madison, or

21

downtown Marshall.

22

that if this plant was allowed at the site

23

right here and his investments are right

24

there, that he fears that his public

25

improvements will be injured.

He talked about his fear
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he won't be willing to invest as much in

2

downtown Marshall as he had in the past.

3

That testimony yesterday -- that testimony

4

yesterday was the only competent material and

5

substantial evidence that dealt with public

6

improvements.

7

when asked, if this plant is approved, will

8

it be injurious to public improvement?

9

his, yes it will.

10

Pete Whitlock gave the opinion

To

Right there.

This board has to make a finding that

11

will not be injurious.

12

important.

13

that this asphalt plant will not be injurious

14

to the public improvements.

15

testimony that we had about public

16

improvements was that absolutely yes, it will

17

be injurious to that.

18

that.

19

And that's what's

The board has to find as a fact

The only

I can hang my hat on

That's what he said.
We already talked about Dr. Zhang living

20

in Chapel Hill.

People in Madison County

21

don't want to live in Chapel Hill and I would

22

ask this board not to use the great folks of

23

Madison County as a pawn in this chess game

24

of how much pollution is too much.

25

time now to take a stand.
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2

vote no on the asphalt plant.
MR. SNEED:

Couple points.

I think you had

3

testimony that the DEQ, when they get this

4

air permit application will not issue

5

(inaudible - coughing in audience) the

6

application.

7

until we get zoning approval.

8

have -- they have all the air permits from

9

everybody around and if there's any hint that

10

there needs to be an aggregation study of all

11

of the air pollutants --

12

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

We can't file the application
But if they

Mr. Sneed, remember we have

13

three persons of standing.

14

wait to hear their closing statement before

15

you continue?

16

MR. SNEED:

Okay.

17

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

18

MS. LONG:

19

not.

Yes.
We have the three of you and --

I may, I'm not sure of the others or

20

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

21

MS. LONG:

22

Do you want to

Pardon?

I certainly may, I'm not sure.

I don't

know that Connie was going to, I don't --

23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Well, that's for me to --

24

MS. LONG:

You want me to just wait then?

25

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

Yes.

So I need to verify that
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the three persons of standing do want to make

2

a closing statement.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

MS. MOLLAND:

Connie, I can't --

I'm right here and no, I do not.

I

think I said my peace last night.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

Jim Tibbetts?

There you

are.
MR. TIBBETTS:

The same opinion of Connie.

I feel

like I said clearly what I wanted to say.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Vivian -- Ms.

Long?

11

MS. LONG:

Yeah.

12

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

If you'll give one minute, one

13

of our board members had to stay out -- step

14

out of the room for a moment.

15

and then we will pick back up if you can sit

16

for just a minute.

17

MS. LONG:

18

(WHEREUPON, went off the record)

19
20
21

Let's say two

No problem.

CLOSING STATEMENT
BY MS. LONG:

All right.

Can you hear me?

I would like to reiterate the point that

22

the community's health and safety is at risk

23

due to particulate matter and toxins being

24

carried directly to residents during the

25

frequent periods of inversion, especially in
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the morning when the plant is fired up and

2

the inversion is in effect.

3

We heard from many of the expert

4

witnesses that these small particulate matter

5

and toxins are dangerous when breathed into

6

your lungs.

7

asphalt plant will emit in terms of toxins

8

because it hasn't been built yet.

9

know what it might produce according to TRC.

We don't actually know what the

We only

10

The only argument against them being

11

dangerous was that they might be produced in

12

a small quantity that could be dispersed high

13

into the atmosphere and diluted.

14

changes when they are trapped in an

15

inversion, concentrated and carried by the

16

wind within the inversion as Dr. Zhang

17

stated.

That all

18

I will also point out that noise,

19

whether constant or intermittent, adversely

20

affects the health and well-being of the

21

community.

22

97 decibels, the exact same decibel level

23

that the witnesses said the plant would

24

operate at, 95 to 97 decibels.

25

those truck backup alarms very clearly at my

Truck backup alarms are commonly
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property.

2

statement that the noise wouldn't go further

3

than 800 feet is incorrect and the effects of

4

our mountainous terrain were not taken into

5

consideration.

6

So it is obvious that the

The effects of contaminants on

7

groundwater have not been addressed at all

8

that I've heard.

9

address that later but that means we have no

It appears the EPA will

10

facts at this time.

Unless check ponds are

11

lined such as they cannot leak, then water

12

and contaminants will seep into the ground

13

and potentially into aquifers.

14

the health and safety of the community and

15

environment.

This affects

16

I've lived on this planet quite a while

17

and I know that all locations are not equal.

18

Despite the arguments to the contrary, I

19

think we all know that the exact same house

20

next to an asphalt plant or in a more idealic

21

setting will not be sold at the same price.

22

This plant will detrimentally affect our

23

property and our well-being.

24

plant comes at too high a cost to the

25

community.

I think this

The risks of potential harmful
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effects to the community and safety are not

2

worth the benefits for a few people.

3

plant is not acceptable in this location due

4

to the many adverse effects to the health and

5

safety of the people residing or working or

6

playing in this neighborhood.

7
8
9

The

I ask that you do not approve this
permit.
MR. SNEED:

Thank you very much.
Just a couple points.

When the air

10

permit application is filed DEQ has all the

11

other air quality permits around and it's

12

within their discretion to determine whether

13

or not to require and aggregate study of all

14

of the combined air quality modeling.

15

that's their job.

16

the rules and regulations about the limits

17

for health and safety on emissions.

18

not your job.

19

the state law and the EPA and say well, we're

20

not going to follow those laws and I don't

21

think that's proper to ask you to do that in

22

the first place, and I certainly don't think

23

it's proper for you to do it.

24
25

So

And it's their job to set

That's

He's asking you to disregard

There's PM2.5 floating around here all
the time.

We're talking about the amount of
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PM2.5 in this study is running one diesel

2

truck all day for a year.

3

trucks are running around downtown here?

4

That stuff's already here.

5

what level is a problem?

6

been here.

7

complaining about it, it's coming up from the

8

rivers, coming from I-26, it's coming from

9

Tennessee.

How many diesel

The question is
But it's here, it's

It's -- all these people that are

It's here.

The question is,

10

what's the appropriate level and the experts

11

have said it under these rules.

12

And I point out to you, he reads this

13

page of all these 32 different xylenes and

14

all these things.

15

a list of traces of what comes out of this

16

plant based on the specifications and the

17

fuel and the manufacturer.

18

most of them, there's a little corner down

19

there and it's a -- they're citing to a

20

regulation that says it's too small to worry

21

with, you don't have to model it.

22

things that they had to model were the

23

regulation of benzene, arsenic, nickel,

24

formaldehyde and whatever the other one was.

25

But that -- arsenic.

If you look at it, that's

But then on each,

The only

So all those others
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they were so small that the state regulations

2

said don't even bother with modeling.

3

The criticism of the modeling was that,

4

as I understood it, was that the grid was not

5

tight enough and they didn't go farther out.

6

When you do the air modeling once you get to

7

the maximum and you know you've the maximum

8

and it's going to be less, why would you do

9

the work to go model out beyond the maximum

10

when you know you've got the maximum, and

11

that's what you report.

12

reported here was the maximum of each one of

13

the chemicals on the theory that the plant

14

ran 14 days at full operation 365 days a year

15

at 24 hours a day, seven days a week and then

16

they've had these blocks of 14 days because

17

if you ran the plant at the maximum capacity

18

eight hours a day or whatever to get -- to

19

get to the limit, it takes a 170 tons an hour

20

and run it till you get 100,000 ton limit and

21

you start over.

That's what they

22

So that's -- they ran that model

23

assuming that that was being done every 14

24

days, I think it is, to see what the maximum

25

would be.

And then they looked at the
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weather for three years and had to run it in

2

the weather model provided by the state for

3

three years and then they had to report the

4

highest year.

5

for most (inaudible - coughing in audience).

6

And that he testified probably because there

7

were more temperature inversions that year.

8

But once you know what the maximum is and you

9

know that it's going to diminish after that,

So the highest year was 2014

10

it's -- found a model that says this is

11

maximum, it's going to diminish after that,

12

there's no point in modeling it after that

13

because it's not going to get more.

14

is to report the maximum.

15

Your job

The ridge between the -- the Feldmans

16

and the plant is 75 feet above the floor of

17

the plant site, plus it has trees on top of

18

it.

19

capacity for kids that exercise in Los

20

Angeles was because of the ozone, not PM2.5.

21
22
23

Dr. Zhang testified that the lower lung

So we'd ask you to approve.

Thank you

for your time.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Thank you.

We are going to take

24

-- everyone can take a break and ten minutes,

25

please.

And then we will start the
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2
3
4

deliberation process.
(WHEREUPON, the hearing was recessed at 7:26 p.m.
and reconvened at 7:41 p.m.)
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

So we are in the deliberation

5

phase of this process.

6

once again that we must continue to not speak

7

up, not -- no outbursts, that we will if

8

necessary have to ask our deputy to step in

9

and escort folks out if they do feel the

10

I will remind folks

need.

11

This is important.

It's important to

12

you, it's important to us to do our job to

13

the best of our ability.

14

tremendous amount of information that has

15

been presented to us; we have a big job to

16

do.

17

and deliberate over every single part that we

18

-- of the sections that we must talk about so

19

that when we -- when the decision is made

20

that it is to the best of our ability, the

21

best decision.

22

that we can move forward.

23

We have a

We ask you to honor that and let us hear

Please honor that process so
Thank you.

Donny, would you please give us some

24

guidance and summarize the process for the

25

board as we prepare to start our
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2
3

deliberation.

Mr. Laws, sorry.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE BOARD
MR. LAWS:

Thank you, Madam Chairman, members of

4

the board.

What I'll try to do is simply

5

summarize for you the process that we're

6

going to be going through and just hit

7

basically the high spots of the standards and

8

how the evidence would be considered.

9

speak in plain terms a little bit but the

I may

10

easy way to understand this is, Madam

11

Chairman has on numerous occasions called

12

this a quasi-judicial hearing.

13

many people in the courtroom are wondering

14

what in the world is a quasi-judicial

15

hearing?

16

And probably

What we're going through is much like

17

what you've seen in a courtroom.

In a

18

courtroom parties will present their

19

evidence.

20

A jury sits in the jury box.

21

the presentation of the evidence counsel will

22

summarize the evidence to the jury and then

23

the judge will instruct the jury as to what

24

the law is and then the jury will go back in

25

the back room and deliberate in private.

The Court will make rulings on it.
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So most of what I said is applicable to

2

this kind of hearing in that we're now to the

3

point of deliberating, but we're not in a

4

courtroom.

5

back room and make a decision.

6

statute commonly known as the Opening

7

Meetings law.

8

in public.

9

evidence, they talk about the standards, they

These folks will not go in the
We're under

Their deliberations will occur

When they talk about the

10

will be talking for all of you to hear.

11

We've got microphones up here.

12

be very important that they have their own

13

undivided attention.

14

talking among each other.

15

speaking one at a time, maybe arguing, maybe

16

discussing, maybe cooperating.

17

be seen.

18

opportunity.

19

It's going to

They're going to be
They will be

That's yet to

But please give them that

What I'll sort of go over, like the

20

judge may give you some instructions as to

21

what you're going to hear.

22

have been so good to give us right in front

23

of you the standards that are applicable to

24

this kind of hearing and those are pretty

25

well the exact words that are in the Madison
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County ordinance.

Now, what is in this book

2

is the ordinance.

It is how this hearing

3

will be governed and it will take care -- it

4

sets forth all the rules and regulations as

5

to what you will be doing.

6

Now, an application has been filed for a

7

conditional use permit.

The ordinance allows

8

for such a permit.

9

provided that certain things occur.

It allows for an asphalt,
In

10

Section 11.3 of the ordinance under section 2

11

it addresses conditional uses, "To grant in

12

particular cases and subject to appropriate

13

conditions and safeguards, permits for

14

conditional uses as authorized by this

15

ordinance."

16

and subject to appropriate conditions and

17

safeguards, permits for conditional uses as

18

authorized by this ordinance."

19

shall not grant a conditional use permit

20

unless and until:" a written application is

21

filed, you have a written application that is

22

in the record, a public hearing is held,

23

that's what we're doing right now, and "The

24

Board of Adjustment finds that in the

25

particular case in question the use for which

"To grant in particular cases
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the conditional use permit is sought," which

2

is an asphalt plant, "will not adversely

3

affect the health or safety of persons

4

residing or working in the neighborhood of

5

the proposed use, and will not be detrimental

6

to the public welfare or injurious to

7

property or public improvements in the

8

neighborhood."

9

Now, those are the three, what I'm going

10

to call general conditions.

Our ordinance

11

also has specific conditions that have to be

12

satisfied regarding an asphalt plant and

13

those are set forth in Section 3.6.A. which

14

consists of the lot size being an acre, the

15

lot width 200 feet, setback provisions, lot

16

coverage and height.

17

presented by both parties regarding those

18

specific standards.

You've heard evidence

19

The burden of proof is on the Applicant

20

to prove those three conditions and also the

21

specific conditions.

22

Broad.

23

whether or not there had been certain amount

24

of evidence that has been presented to

25

support those conditions.

The Applicant is French

Now, what you do is you determine
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evidence is addressed in our statute.

2

evidence has to be competent evidence.

3

has to be material evidence and it has to be

4

substantial evidence.

5

further on to explain what is and is not

6

competent evidence.

7

exactly what is in the statute.

8
9

The
It

Our statute goes

I'm going to read you

"The term 'competent evidence,' as used
in this subsection, shall not preclude

10

reliance by the decision-making board on

11

evidence that would not be admissible under

12

the rules of evidence as applied in the trial

13

division of the General Court of Justice if

14

(i) the evidence was admitted without

15

objection or (ii) the evidence appears to be

16

sufficiently trustworthy and was admitted

17

under such circumstances that it was

18

reasonable for the decision-making board to

19

rely upon it."

20

So in other words, you're not a judge.

21

You don't know specifically what the rules of

22

evidence are.

23

pretty trustworthy, then you can put some

24

faith in it.

25

"The term 'competent evidence,' as used in

But if it sounds good and it's

However, Court goes on to say,
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this subsection, shall not be deemed to

2

include the opinion testimony of lay

3

witnesses as to any of the following: a. The

4

use of property in a particular way would

5

affect the value of other property.

6

increase in vehicular traffic resulting from

7

a proposed development would pose a danger to

8

the public safety. c. Matters about which

9

only expert testimony would generally be

10

admissible under the rules of evidence."

11

b. The

So in summary, what your job is, is to

12

look at these three standards and then to

13

synthesize all of the evidence that has been

14

offered over these many days of hearing to

15

determine which of those facts are competent

16

and substantial and relevant to support

17

whatever decision you make.

18

discussing this the ultimate result is going

19

to be the rendition of a written order that

20

will be prepared however you designate it to

21

be prepared.

22

a recitation of the facts that you all are

23

going to discuss, that you are going to find

24

are the facts in this case that's going to

25

support your conclusion regarding those three

As you're

But within that is going to be
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2

conditions.
Now, the ordinance goes on to address

3

the imposition of certain conditions.

You

4

can put conditions on a conditional use

5

permit provided that those conditions are

6

needed to address some of the concerns raised

7

in those conditions.

8

you an example that if you have a concern

9

about safety being at the site, you can

I'm going to just give

10

impose a condition that would require the

11

Applicant to do something up there that would

12

address a potential danger along those lines.

13

Those are the kinds of conditions.

14

Conditions can only be related to something

15

that would affect the property.

16

put any kind of condition out in the world

17

and assign it.

18

Can't just

Okay.

So that's a dawning task.

We'll stay

19

out here, we'll do it in open -- to the

20

extent that you have any questions that are

21

related to the legal process, I'll be more

22

than happy to try to address those concerns

23

as you are deliberating.

24

mouthful.

25

that process before you start?

So that's a

Do you have any questions about
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2

DELIBERATION OF THE BOARD
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

As we move forward,

3

trying to find a process for us to do this in

4

a -- so that we can articulate specific

5

facts, findings of fact so that we have the

6

ability to (inaudible) each component up.

7

would like to suggest that we go by -- within

8

the order and specifically speak to each one

9

of these elements so that we can then when it

I

10

comes down to writing down the findings of

11

fact we have that documentation in some kind

12

of order instead of jumping around.

13

just go -- is everybody comfortable with that

14

or is there a different process that you want

15

to go by?

16

then let's just start with A, which is "Will

17

not adversely affect the health and safety of

18

persons residing or working in the

19

neighborhood of the project of the proposed

20

use."

21

first.

22

Okay.

So let's

If we're good with that

Conversation?

I hear no one going

You're on, Mike.

MR. TUZIW:

A lot of the testimony on

23

the levels and all that, the numbers there,

24

obviously the state sets their standards the

25

way they want.

I recall, if I remember
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correctly, questioning, can't remember if it

2

was Dr. Zhang or the other gentleman on the

3

levels.

4

felt that those levels for the state is set

5

were high enough, were safe levels, and they

6

said no.

7

state levels or not, I mean, it's not our

8

point here to be deciding whether they're

9

meeting the state levels.

I asked them specifically if they

So to me whether they meet the

It's our -- to

10

decide whether we feel they're meeting a safe

11

level for our community.

12

So all the back and forth as to the

13

levels and so forth, I even made a note when

14

Vandenmeiracker, whatever his name is, can't

15

remember how, but there was talk about the

16

numbers all being below, that if they were

17

actually, weren't required that they wouldn't

18

even have to get a permit.

19

specifically wrote down the sulfur dioxide

20

numbers and the carbon monoxide numbers were

21

above the levels that were necessary for an

22

exemption.

23

giving me all these numbers saying they meet

24

the state's requirements, they don't meet the

25

state's requirements on those two.

But I asked --

So going back and forth and
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the other side of it, if you go back to --

2

you can't erase everything.

3

MS. RHINEHART:

Well, I'm going back to the -- I'm

4

going back to the testimony of Dr. Coverdale

5

(inaudible) lives in the County and her

6

concerns about the children's welfare.

7

MR. RAMSEY:

Dr. Coverdale's -- that's not a lay

8

person's opinion, right?

9

qualified expert legally, right, Donny?

10

MR. LAWS:

11

MR. RAMSEY:

12
13

She's considered a

That's your decision.
Well, I mean, what you just read it

said that is -- she exceeds that.
MR. LAWS:

I think there was evidence offered but

14

that it's your decision to call that.

15

think she -- there were questions asked and

16

she may have been tendered as an expert in

17

the field of pediatric medicine.

18

MR. RAMSEY:

I

So she'd be qualified to say then --

19

okay.

Yeah, that's a concern of mine from

20

the beginning, is the folks at the nursing

21

home and the daycare, in my opinion they

22

don't have a choice.

23

have to be there and so I kind of feel like

24

we're their voice for them.

25

that's been a concern of mine from the

They are there.
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beginning.

2

(inaudible)?

3

MR. BRIGGS:

Do you feel like Dr. Coverdale is

Dr. Coverdale treated my youngest son

4

from -- he was a preemie and I respect her.

5

And she testified -- I know she's an

6

environmentalist also and that she's very

7

passionate.

8

came through the Appalachian Trail years ago,

9

stopped and settled.

That's why she lives here.

They

Her husband was my

10

doctor, family doctor till he retired so I

11

respected him.

12

may have been a little too close to the

13

subject.

14
15
16

MR. RAMSEY:

But I think emotionally she

I think (inaudible) about her, what

she had to say.
MR. TUZIW:

I take a lot of credence to -- for

17

years of experience being a pediatrician, you

18

know, biology studies and pediatrician and to

19

understanding how this affects children more.

20

Having the daycare center being in somewhat

21

close proximity, we really don't know how far

22

everything's going to go till it's there you

23

don't know what's going to happen.

24

have to take into account our beliefs and our

25

feelings as to what we think will happen.
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And I put some credence to go along with

2

Robert about her passion towards the

3

environment, not that -- we all have passions

4

for different things, that doesn't mean

5

they're a cloud of judgments.

6

sitting here has a passion towards something,

7

be it we all swore that we could be

8

objective.

9

she's -- she's compassionate about the

Everyone of us

So I take into account that yeah,

10

environment but she's also compassionate

11

about children and that's what she testified

12

to us about --

13
14
15
16
17

MR. RAMSEY:

And that's her expertise.

That's her

-- I mean, that's -MR. TUZIW:

Yeah.

She testified in environment,

she testified on the impact on the children.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

This is one of the areas where I

18

have struggled.

This is probably the level

19

-- the area where I struggle the most.

20

have the environmental specialist from Duke

21

speaking to us that teaches environmental

22

science.

23

has lived it and weighing out the two, I am

24

still struggling with this decision as to who

25

has the greatest knowledge and like you say,

We

And we have our local doctor who
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one is local, she's been passionate, she's

2

cared for a rural community that oftentimes

3

left behind.

4

decision, not a factual decision on my part.

5

I see it.

6

MR. TUZIW:

7

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

But that's an emotional

Are you referring to Dr. Zhang?
Yes.

And like I said, I am just

8

struggling with this one between the two.

9

think those, both of those individuals

10

probably in my personal opinion -- not

11

probably but within my personal decision

12

those are the two individuals that I see

13

having the greatest experience and

14

understanding of that particular issue coming

15

from two different sides.

16

moment make a decision?

17

about that particular component.

18

MR. TUZIW:

I

Can I at this very
I just don't know

I found Dr. Zhang's testimony to be

19

more confusing because it went one direction

20

and then as it went more to the other side

21

there were points there where I was wondering

22

whose -- whose witness was he?

23

one minute he's convincing me that it's good

24

for them and the next minute he's making me

25

wonder is he on their side?
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testimony went back and forth.

2

contradicted himself.

3

contradicted himself and when you questioned,

4

I don't know if it was a language barrier or

5

what but it's like he was all of a sudden

6

saying, yeah, I agree with you, even though

7

my studies don't agree with you.

8

more confused on him than anything.

His own reports

So I was

9

MR. RAMSEY:

10

thing.

11

not -- I don't feel like it's reliable.

12

MR. TUZIW:

CDC report, that's the same

It's speaking out of both sides, it's

Yeah, the study for the other people -

13

-

14

MR. RAMSEY:

15

The

He

It's saying two different things.

It's saying it's safe, it's not safe.

16

MR. TUZIW:

Yes.

17

MR. RAMSEY:

So which is it, safe or not safe?

18

MR. BRIGGS:

What Dr. Zhang, when he puts some

19

numbers on some other towns and brought it in

20

perspective from there, he was talking about

21

pollutants, I think it was a distance of

22

either 150 feet to 450 feet there was a level

23

of five.

24

35.

25

daycare, every school, every nursing home,

He said Los Angeles was a level of

Every day around every hospital, every
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every home or business is a 35.

2

Chapel Hill today the level is 25.

3

with this asphalt plant he's talking about

4

with the boundary of the edge, whatever, that

5

it's 11.5 and he -- he sniggered, he laughed

6

because in comparison even with that,

7

compared to places he's been, you know, this

8

is pure air.

9

MR. RAMSEY:

And in
And so

And that's one of the things that we

10

treasure, that it is pure air and I remember

11

him speaking about it because it made me feel

12

like, yeah, this is pure air, we do have

13

something that would really --

14

MR. BRIGGS:

Most other places --

15

MR. RAMSEY:

Yeah, we're damn lucky.

16

MR. BRIGGS:

It's just a math number of humans and

17
18

vehicles and the ozone and everything else.
MR. TUZIW:

Just because people in those other

19

places live under those conditions doesn't

20

mean that everyone should have to live under

21

those conditions.

They choose to live in

22

those conditions.

I mean, no one makes them

23

live in L.A., they chose to live in L.A. and

24

they accept to living in those conditions.

25

So but we chose to live here so we wouldn't
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2

be in those conditions.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

So I guess to ask a question, do

3

you see -- do we see individually that that

4

is going to -- was enough information

5

presented that the asphalt plant will or will

6

not compromise those air quality, those --

7

the public health and safety component?

8

MS. RHINEHART:

9

MR. TUZIW:

In my mind it will.

I think it makes a difference to it

10

but that's not the issue that's of most

11

importance to me.

12

issue, I don't want -- I'm not saying that I

13

don't care about it.

14

out to me the most.

15

issues among all of it, but that's not the

16

one that stands out the most to me.

17

concerned about that.

18

MR. BRIGGS:

Maybe it is an important

That's not what stands
There are a lot of

I am

It was the number one concern for me

19

till Dr. Zhang.

And there's been a lot of

20

testimony about a lot of different things and

21

we pulled from one way to another and of

22

course we've not been allowed to research.

23

We can't go and check and do and see.

24

I'm the type of person, that's what I do.

25

That's what I do for a living, investigate.
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MR. TUZIW:

2

MR. BRIGGS:

3

It was hard not to get Google -Or ride by an asphalt plant or go and

see it.

4

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

5

MR. BRIGGS:

I agree.

That is --

But we did get to see a video and you

6

know, I saw a lot of green trees.

7

a dead zone.

8

plants.

9

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

It wasn't

I ran three (inaudible) asphalt

So do we want to put a hold on

10

that, as I say, parking lot that and then go

11

to the next item and then come back to, at

12

the end come back, I'll circle back around?

13

MR. TUZIW:

14

MS. RHINEHART:

15

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

16
17
18

I think that's a good idea.
That's fine with me.
Ernest, are you okay with that?

Robert?
MR. RAMSEY:

Yeah.

I've got a lot of concerns

around that one right there that --

19

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

20

MR. RAMSEY:

21

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

22

MR. RAMSEY:

The second one or the first?

No, the first one.
First one?

Like I said, the kids and the older

23

people that don't have a voice down here

24

tonight.

25

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

I just can't see.
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not be detrimental to the public welfare is

2

the next item.

3

to someone else.

4

MR. BRIGGS:

We picked on Mike, we'll go

Define public welfare.

I mean,

5

that's the health issue is part of that also,

6

to me.

7

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I think that's more -- in my

8

personal opinion it's more an economic

9

impact.

10

MR. RAMSEY:

Yeah, I would agree with that.

I

11

think it's more like what it's going to do to

12

Flow Gallery, the investment that -- yeah,

13

the Whitlock --

14

MR. TUZIW:

I think a lot of that falls into the

15

last one, that concern, injurious to

16

property.

17

MR. BRIGGS:

Property values, public welfare --

18

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Right.

And I think public

19

welfare could be employment and those

20

components also under economic.

21

MR. BRIGGS:

What was the evidence produced that

22

would -- I mean, facts, evidence that an

23

asphalt plant would adversely affect

24

business, traffic, income?

25

that what we have to -Bridges Court Reporting
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2
3

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Uh-huh, yes.

Base it on fact.

You are absolutely correct.
MR. BRIGGS:

I mean, the statement that I heard

4

was laypersons and opinion and not factual

5

evidence.

6

we heard, a lot of the testimony was opinion,

7

conjecture.

8
9

MR. RAMSEY:

I'm afraid a lot of the evidence

We're talking about -- well, no,

that's going to be the next one we'll be

10

talking about the analysis is that we gather

11

new property sales and that kind of stuff,

12

that's going to fall in the next --

13

MR. BRIGGS:

No.

No, that's -- the property.

14

MR. RAMSEY:

Okay.

But now economic wouldn't be

15

property.

I would say economic, like Karen

16

said, in the middle one and then the property

17

on the last one --

18

MR. BRIGGS:

Yeah.

Yeah, I agree.

19

MR. RAMSEY:

So the economic effect --

20

MR. BRIGGS:

They say, just for evidence, the lady

21

from Flow Gallery, she's afraid, and correct

22

me if I'm wrong because I may have missed

23

something there.

24

afraid if an asphalt plant's here people,

25

tourists are not going to come to Marshall

I mean, she's definitely
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and spend their money.

2

MR. RAMSEY:

Right.

3

MR. BRIGGS:

You know, a lot of bicycles come in

4

and eat lunch and it's not just the Flow

5

Gallery.

6

what evidence was produced to prove that?

7

MR. RAMSEY:

People are not going to come.

But

See, I go in just the opposite,

8

whether it's produced to also prove that it's

9

not going to affect the (inaudible).

I mean,

10

it's got to be both ways, is the way I got to

11

look at it and so if both sides needs to

12

prove that so if we're putting the weight on

13

TJ and Don --

14

MR. BRIGGS:

It's on the Applicant --

15

MR. TUZIW:

16

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

17

MR. TUZIW:

-- it's on the Applicant.
It's on the Applicant.

It's the Applicant's responsibility to

18

show us that it won't do any of these and if

19

they can't show that it goes one way.

20

they can show that it won't do it then it's

21

their responsibility to then it puts the

22

weight on them to show counteract to it.

23

it's their responsibility to show us it will

24

not be detrimental to the public welfare.

25

It's not their responsibility to show that it
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1

will unless they present us enough evidence

2

--

3

MR. RAMSEY:

4

MR. TUZIW:

I didn't say it was.
Okay.

I was going to clear that --

5

it's their responsibility first to show all

6

those things are --

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

MR. RAMSEY:

Okay.

Yeah, that makes sense.

So

back to what you said, which way does it go?
MR. BRIGGS:

Well, I think they were afraid that

the smell would keep folks away.
MR. TUZIW:

So what evidence did they show you

that it won't?
MR. BRIGGS:

They didn't show me.

My personal

14

experience after working for NCDOT, I drove a

15

truck for eight years and I hauled asphalt,

16

not every day but quite often, and you smell

17

it when it's being loaded in the truck.

18

There's tar, there's smell but it's when it's

19

being dumped in the hopper to be spread on

20

the road, that's when you smell.

21

also -- I was a paving inspector for a year

22

and I followed the paver right there beside

23

the paver and the trucks.

24

asphalt tickets and took temperature.

25

There's a little hole inside the bed you put
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1

the temp gauge in, it has to be a certain

2

range, not too hot, not too cold to be able

3

to be put down.

4

when you smell it.

5

honestly say -- when you dump it the bed you

6

smell it.

7

dumped in the bed.

8

been several years ago.

9

MR. RAMSEY:

And then, you know, that's
But, you know, can't

But I didn't smell it till it was
But, and again, that's

But what factual evidence are we

10

going to put on this, I guess, is what I'm

11

trying to get.

What factual evidence?

12

MR. BRIGGS:

Exactly.

13

MR. RAMSEY:

Because I don't see any -- I don't

14

see factually if it's going to hurt or

15

factually it's not going to hurt.

16

MR. BRIGGS:

I know, but there --

17

MR. RAMSEY:

On this perspective.

And I hear, you

18

know, one side says it's not going to hurt

19

anything, the other side says it is going to

20

hurt.

21

the factual -- on either side what they're

22

saying, so, but the facts (inaudible) on Mr.

23

Sneed and Don or TJ.

24
25

MR. BRIGGS:

I'm trying to -- I'm not really seeing

I don't know whether there's any

plants around anything what they consider
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2

tourist areas, close enough.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I think from my perspective that

3

is the area that of all the plants that were

4

presented to us and in thinking about those,

5

I did not see something that would -- or

6

speaking to something that was in a similar

7

situation where a historic commercial

8

district that level of significant economic

9

growth so depended on tourism where the

10

asphalt plant was within -- and I didn't hear

11

it being discussed that there was that

12

relationship between economic growing area

13

that is, in my mind, on the cusp of really

14

being a significant community with economic

15

growth, significant economic growth over the

16

past 10 years that was documented.

17

have another asphalt plant site that I could

18

compare that to.

19

concern.

20

documentation was presented to us that the

21

growth is here and then, but do we have

22

anything to compare that to.

23

that as items of fact.

24
25

MR. TUZIW:

I did not

So that was an area of

But we do know, and data and

I did not see

I agree with you there, that we got

statistics on tourism on the growth in
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Marshall since the revitalization trying to

2

bring back the community and the worse thing

3

that ever happened to Marshall was the bypass

4

that took the traffic away from our downtown

5

area.

6

thrives on tourism.

7

asphalt plants are in communities that thrive

8

on other industries.

9

to them.

We're in a unique situation.

Marshall

Most of the other

Tourism is a sideboard

They have plants, they have

10

factories, they have everything else that

11

create jobs, create growth, create wealth in

12

the communities.

13

Ridge, we have mountains, we have the river,

14

we have tourism.

15

anything we can compare that to.

16

We have -- we have Blue

So we really don't have

And kind of moving into the next one, it

17

is also we're in a unique situation.

These

18

people are here now.

19

the values and what they had and what they

20

wanted and the values of their property

21

without a plant.

22

really old plants and a lot of the towns have

23

grown up around them so those people knew

24

when they built their new homes, like we in

25

the video, we saw the new housing development

When they came here on

All these other ones were
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close by the plant.

2

those homes they knew there was a plant.

3

They knew the value of their home was going

4

to start out at a lesser value because of the

5

effects of what was around it.

6

don't get that benefit.

7

MR. BRIGGS:

But when they built

These people

At the same time all of the lay folks

8

testified and I'm glad they had guts to do it

9

and I appreciate it.

I guess maybe if I

10

lived there I would probably have done that

11

too.

12

there.

13

hear the backup beepers now.

14

dust now.

15

quarry was there when they came.

16

still as much or more complaints about the

17

quarry then I do about the potential asphalt

18

plant.

19

MR. RAMSEY:

But they -- the quarry was already
Most of the folks that got up there
They have the

They hear the crusher now.

The

I'm hearing

And that kind of negates that.
Well, I hear you.

I grew up with

20

(inaudible) and this is tough decision for me

21

because that man and me been friends a long

22

time.

23

of them.

24

together and I hear what you're saying about

25

some of these folks when they bought these

And all these people, I love every one
These are my neighbors, we all live
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houses they knew they were right beside the

2

rock quarry.

3

right, they should know that.

4

effect of it, that's the part, that's the

5

part that is getting me.

6

friends all over this place, in this room

7

with me right now and I love them all.

8

we've got to do the right thing for the folks

9

that -- and that's like I said, the kids and

And you're right.

You're
But the health

And like I said,

But

10

those old folks don't have -- they don't have

11

a real (inaudible).

12

sell close to the rock quarry, they got a

13

choice.

14

you're saying on that and I get it but still

15

a health issue though, that goes above it, I

16

think.

17

pretty important.

The folks that buy and

They got a choice and I hear what

So the health issue of this thing is

18

MR. BRIGGS:

But who do you believe on that issue?

19

MR. RAMSEY:

Well, there you go, you know.

Okay.

20

Do you believe that the government, the

21

state?

22

the government (audience laughing) -- exactly

23

always, you know, but anyway, don't get me

24

started on that.

25

use a little common sense here with it and

Well, I don't know, sometimes it's

But I think you just got to
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look at the facts of it and that's what we're

2

trying to do.

3

I appreciate all these people sitting here

4

and with us in trying to get to the fact of

5

it because that's what I want to get to, the

6

best decision for the whole community.

7

whole community.

8
9

And I appreciate all you guys.

The

Because we all are neighbors and live
here together.

These two attorneys, they

10

just get paid a lot of money to come down

11

here and argue, so.

12

and stuff like that, but both of them will

13

get in their car and go home.

14

they're not part of this community.

15

those two ladies sitting right there are and

16

that man right there is.

So yeah, I want to

17

get to the bottom of it.

So back to the

18

detrimental to the public welfare, that's a

19

tough one.

20

great friends of mine.

21

MR. TUZIW:

And they're fine folks

Great friends.

They're not -But now,

Both of you are

And another thing I'd like to bring up

22

too, is you mentioned a lot of talking about

23

the rock quarry and the noise level.

24

what they're trying to -- the point they're

25

trying to make there is they're equating the
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two together, that they already have that and

2

have problems with it and by adding more it's

3

compounding and make it even worse.

4

MR. RAMSEY:

Well, the -- I can't remember the

5

lady's name that did the long recitation last

6

night, but --

7

MR. TUZIW:

Vivian Long.

8

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

9

MR. RAMSEY:

Yeah, Ms. Long.

Yeah, Vivian Long.

Her analogy of

10

the sound makes a lot of sense and being in

11

aviation and around aviation, two noises,

12

just because you have one noise louder than

13

the other, she's right, it doesn't cover it

14

up and drown it out.

15

of noises together, that's aggravating, that

16

would drive a sane man crazy real quick.

17

that's -- that was put into me.

18

was long-winded but that -- that was a good

19

-- she brought up a good point there.

So if you start a bunch

So

I mean, she

20

MR. BRIGGS:

She was thorough.

21

MR. RAMSEY:

She was thorough but she brought out

22
23

a great point about that.
MR. TUZIW:

I go along with the sound issues.

24

What I used to do, we'd have static in here

25

-- you're in aviation, with your ear piece,
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static in your ear.

You've got pilots

2

talking to you.

3

next to you, supervisor walks up and tells

4

you something, clattering of everything going

5

on in the other controls around you and you

6

have differentiate the sounds and pick out

7

the ones that you want to listen to and the

8

ones you want to ignore.

9

everything and by the end of the day you go

You've got a guy sitting

But you hear

10

home and you have a headache and you still

11

have that buzz in your inner ear the whole

12

time.

13

same ear all the time because we want to make

14

sure that when we retire we could hear out of

15

one ear.

16

MR. RAMSEY:

And most all of us, we've used the

Yeah.

So that makes sense to me, I

17

mean, on the noise issue.

18

pretty good.

19

she's a layperson but let's go to the decibel

20

of the noise.

21

MR. TUZIW:

22

MR. RAMSEY:

23
24
25

I think that was

And then the decibel, I know

Yeah, I agree.
You know, and we're talking about the

decibel levels, so.
MR. TUZIW:

And they equate them, those decibel

levels to different sounds.
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those sounds aren't really bad sounds.

2

I think, Cardenas mentioned about being

3

similar to an air conditioner.

4

want to sit next to their air conditioner all

5

day long listening to that same drone sound

6

for eight, 10, 12 hours?

7

be loud to be annoying.

8
9

MR. BRIGGS:

Like,

But who would

It doesn't have to

But I think they were referring that

to the boiler or the burner and so it

10

wouldn't be running consistently, it would be

11

running like an hour 20 minutes.

12

the time again that they talked about, the

13

night issue and that's another deal.

14

in last minute, asking --

15

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

But now,

Coming

And I think there's some of

16

these things that we can, as it was stated to

17

us and reminded us that there's conditions if

18

we were to decide that -- and conditions that

19

can be put on the permit to move -- that

20

could say here's the hours that you can run.

21

I think --

22

MR. BRIGGS:

Is that the only conditions we can

23

put on?

24

allowed?

25

MR. RAMSEY:

What kind of conditions are we

-- hours of operation.
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MR. LAWS:

2

MR. TUZIW:

3

MR. LAWS:

You can -- if you find that -Proposal -Yes, you can put conditions on the

4

hours that the plant would operate as long as

5

you have a good reason as to why you are

6

putting those hours on there and that would

7

relate to one of these conditions here.

8

for instance, if you find that most people

9

are sleeping at night and that kind of noise

So

10

would be something that the health of the

11

people in the community, it would not be good

12

to wake them up in the middle of the night,

13

then that would be the reason you would ask

14

them they not operate during nighttime hours.

15

So you could do that, right.

16

MR. BRIGGS:

The backup beepers would drive me

17

crazy but they're -- that's what they're made

18

for, they're made to be -- you to be able to

19

hear that vehicle backing up over a sound of

20

a piece of equipment, so I'm sure backup

21

beepers, most of the backup beepers could be

22

-- and at night.

23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I have a question to other board

24

members.

I don't know, and I wrote this down

25

as I was contemplating this over the past
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three or four days of hearing information

2

with regard to the number of trucks that

3

would be coming in.

4

at is the traffic volume increases.

5

MR. TUZIW:

What I'm trying to get

There was testimony on that and I did

6

some numbers on it, being a math guy.

7

remember correctly they're 15-ton trucks?

8

MR. REED:

9

MR. TUZIW:

10

If I

15-ton, yeah.
Okay.

That's what I thought I had so

I wrote that down.

11

MR. REED:

Yeah, I just --

12

MR. GULDEN:

13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

14

MR. REED:

15

MR. TUZIW:

Donny, can -- I don't think we can -No, we --

Sorry.
So based on 100,000 tons per year

16

divided by 15-ton trucks equals 6,666.67

17

loads per year.

18

the 175.44 loads per week.

19

five-day work week would be 35 trucks per

20

day.

21

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

22

MR. TUZIW:

23

Divide that by 38 weeks gets
Divide that by a

Additional 35?

At least at 100,000 max, if he hits

his max it'll be 35 trucks per day.

24

MR. BRIGGS:

25

MR. TUZIW:

For how many days?
Running on 38 weeks because that's
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what he had said, that part of the year so I

2

did it based on 38 weeks, five days per week,

3

those would be 35 trucks per day if he maxes

4

out for the year in those 38 weeks.

5

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

And we all know the location and

6

there's traffic concerns for me of coming in

7

and that I do remember being discussed is the

8

access and egress from that site with

9

additional traffic, where it is located

10

coming off a four-lane condensing down to

11

three and then coming on into town.

12

-- did we hear information, factual

13

information from such as DOT to talk about

14

what is their future --

15

MR. TUZIW:

Has that

I heard nothing about DOT other than

16

that they have to get a traffic permit.

17

the only thing I heard mentioned on DOT.

18

MS. RHINEHART:

19

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

20
21

That's all I heard too.
Just, it's an area that I still

have concern.
MR. TUZIW:

Yeah.

The traffic volume, that goes

22

back to safety, public safety, the roads,

23

potential accidents, all that.

24
25

It's

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

And we don't know what DOT's

future planning is for that area.
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hear any testimony on that.

2

MR. TUZIW:

No.

3

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

So do we want to end

4

conversation at this point and move on to

5

number 3, or C?

6

MR. TUZIW:

7

MS. RHINEHART:

8

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

I'm fine with that.
I'm fine.
So the last one is the project

will not be injurious to property or public
improvements in the neighborhood.
MS. RHINEHART:

Would Mr. Whitlock be considered a

layperson?
MR. LAWS:

I don't think he was qualified as an

expert.
MR. TUZIW:

He's not qualified as an expert but he

is an investor in the community.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Not to disagree, but I see Mr.

18

Whitlock as more of a developer -- and

19

besides being an attorney.

20

MR. RAMSEY:

21

MR. LAWS:

He is a developer, isn't he?
You remember the rule that I read when

22

you're talking about property values, you

23

would need to be qualified as an expert and

24

that would be an expert in order to give an

25
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MR. TUZIW:

But that's -- this isn't talking about

2

property but it's talking about improvements

3

in the neighborhood and that's an improvement

4

as far as whether this developer wants to

5

continue to be a major part of renovating and

6

rejuvenating the community.

7

his testimony as part of property values,

8

we're using his testimony as far as

9

improvements in the neighborhood.

We're not using

I mean,

10

that's the way I see his testimony is on the

11

improvements and the ability to continue the

12

improvements in the community, community that

13

was faltering and has been growing and

14

getting better and we need it to continue to

15

get better and the only way we can do that is

16

continue investments and improvements.

17
18
19

MR. BRIGGS:

Define public improvements.

buildings he's improving are privately owned.
MR. TUZIW:

It doesn't say public improvement,

20

does it?

21

that.

22
23
24
25

The

It's behind the board, I can't see

So you're saying --

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Well, it also says to property

-- to property and public improvement.
MR. BRIGGS:

Again, is it speculation or was it

factual?
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MR. TUZIW:

He stood right here and said to us

2

that he's not sure if he'll continue to

3

invest or not.

4

factual.

5

million project and says that may be his last

6

project if this goes through.

7

factual.

8

MR. BRIGGS:

9

MR. LAWS:

So that's, to me that's

You've got a man who's doing $5.5

That's

Again, is it fear-driven -I can tell you that you're to determine

10

the facts and that lay opinions per that

11

statute is not competent evidence.

12

what the statute says.

13

value of property or the effect on property

14

is not competent evidence.

15
16
17

MR. RAMSEY:

That's

Lay opinions as to

So is Mr. Whitlock a lay opinion on

that?
MR. LAWS:

He was not -- my -- you're to determine

18

was he qualified and accepted as an expert in

19

any field whatsoever.

20

MR. RAMSEY:

We've got some information that said

21

he was, didn't we?

22

was an expert in something like that?

23
24
25

MR. LAWS:

I mean, didn't he say he

That's for your recollection of the

evidence -MS. RHINEHART:

I think we just heard that he was
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2
3
4
5
6

an attorney.
MR. BRIGGS:

Can we look at the minutes?

Can we

-MR. RAMSEY:

Yeah, can we see our minutes?

ask her to go back to it, can't we?
MR. LAWS:

You can ask her if she can do it and

7

read it into the record if she has that

8

available.

9

now.

If she doesn't, you can't right

10

THE REPORTER:

11

MR. LAWS:

12

MR. RAMSEY:

Is that what we want?

13

MR. BRIGGS:

I'm satisfied that he's not an

14
15

It'll take me a few minutes.

If that's what you want.

expert.

I want you to be satisfied.

MR. RAMSEY:

I think he's an expert and I want to

16

hear what they said.

17

about the rest of you?

18

with what the rest of you wants to --

19

We can

MR. BRIGGS:

That would -- what
I mean, I'll stick

You will have to stop -- so we

20

basically have to stop and wait for you to --

21

is that correct?

22
23

THE REPORTER:

Yes.

I just have to find it from

last night's --

24

MR. TUZIW:

It's going to take just a few minutes.

25

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

So this is divulging -- I am a
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community planner and have worked in Marshall

2

for 15 years.

3

Whitlocks on developing projects.

4

master's work is in historic preservation

5

downtown revitalization.

6

not items that came to us as fact.

7

-- so I am revealing that I have had a past

8

working relationship with him on historic

9

properties but that is a relationship that I

10

have had but it was not information that was

11

given to us as items of fact.

12

working to put one side of my brain on one

13

side and knowing what I know in a

14

relationship.

15

I have worked with the

This is challenging.

My

So I -- but it was
This is

So I am

This is why I say

16

it is so hard for us to do this job.

17

remember that coming out other than Mr.

18

Whitlock stating that he had done many

19

projects over the past 20 years in the town

20

of Marshall.

21
22
23

MR. RAMSEY:

I don't

And I thought that attorney there

asked him.
MR. BRIGGS:

I know he worked in Atlanta, had 25

24

years of experience total in Atlanta and here

25

and he done some work himself, he and some
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2

friends.

They're renting the Flow Gallery --

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Right.

The bank next door, he

3

did state that one, Flow Gallery, the old

4

jail and the Blood Factory.

5

MR. RAMSEY:

So our (inaudible) is as an expert or

6

lay opinion?

7

or the way Mike says it, what do you think?

8

I'm not sure on that.

9
10
11

MS. RHINEHART:

Because the way you say, Robert

Well, if he wasn't qualified as an

expert witness -MR. BRIGGS:

Our decision here is going to be

12

judged by somebody else.

13

not we admitted evidence or held lay opinion

14

as evidence.

15

facts, ma'am.

16

MR. RAMSEY:

Now, why whether or

So like Dragnet, just the

I see how we can't dig into the

17

information to find out whether he's an

18

expert or layman and all that; I'm not going

19

to waste the time in going over that.

20

other more important issues right there --

21

MR. BRIGGS:

Face

Well, we can still talk about I mean,

22

property.

I am concerned with the immediate

23

neighbors of that property.

24

is noise pollution.

25

smell.

The noise, which

I am concerned about the

I don't believe it would be a
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1

constant smell but they will have a smell,

2

and with the inversion and concerns over

3

pollution, carcinogens and all the bad stuff.

4

MR. RAMSEY:

But it's --

5

MR. BRIGGS:

That's the -- that's the people I am

6
7

concerned about.
MR. RAMSEY:

Well, now that you bring that up,

8

okay, the smell.

Okay.

When you say the

9

immediate property owners, to me the first

10

impression I get that comes to my mind is the

11

immediate people that own individual houses

12

around there.

13
14
15

MR. BRIGGS:

That's what I mean, that's who I'm

speaking about.
MR. RAMSEY:

But now, the thing that comes back to

16

my mind is my big concern is the people at

17

the nursing home and the kids.

18

they're neighbors too and we're --

19

MR. BRIGGS:

We're not on that topic, but we're --

20

we're on this other one.

21

thing for me.

22
23
24
25

MR. RAMSEY:

They're --

I know, it's a good

I am here to speak for the ones that

are not here.
MR. TUZIW:

I grew up in Omaha and you're where

the feed lots and the stockyards and Omaha
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was big -- by the railroad yards, a big area

2

for the stockyards, bringing all the cattle

3

in.

4

the stockyards and I remember some of those

5

mornings the air was just right and the fog

6

was hanging and the wind was blowing, two

7

miles away we could smell the stockyards.

8

that's -- that odor can travel a very long

9

way.

And we lived about two miles away from

It doesn't matter what the odor is, if

10

the conditions are right and Omaha is right

11

along the river, we get our share of

12

inversions and so forth but on those days

13

when everything was just right, two miles

14

away you walk out the door and it just hit

15

you right in the face.

16

MR. BRIGGS:

17

MR. TUZIW:

18

MR. BRIGGS:

19

worse.

20
21
22

So

MR. TUZIW:

And it was there --

How many (inaudible)?
Oh, it was huge.

It was huge.

Hog farms down east are that bad or

And now it's all condos and

businesses, they tore it all down.
MR. RAMSEY:

Back to the injurious property thing,

23

talking about bringing back the neighbors

24

thing.

25

think, how does that affect them?

Was King Pak now it's PrintPak, I
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they're making -- all their packaging is

2

medical (inaudible) packaging.

3

some testimony to that effect or did we?

4

MR. TUZIW:

5

were.

6

proximity to --

7
8
9

And we heard

I don't remember other than where they
That's the one time I remember is the

MR. BRIGGS:

I don't think we had anybody from

PrintPak.
MR. TUZIW:

If they're medical grade, they've got

10

to be a clean room operation, so that's not

11

going to affect us.

12

and things.

13

affect them.

14

They've got scrubbers

They won't have -- it won't

All right.

Back to the injurious to

15

property.

I'm looking at property values and

16

I'm looking at all the reports and we've had

17

numbers on both sides.

18

numbers be whatever you want but you'd have

19

to sit there and look at the key numbers to

20

me is distance from the number of the data

21

points.

22

accurate your numbers or totals, your

23

estimates are going to be.

24

small numbers you can skew it so quickly.

25

when they talk about how far out and he's

And you can make your

The more numbers you have, the more
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1

talked about half a mile out, I'm going okay,

2

I don't know what's within a half a mile

3

around that plant that could also be

4

affecting it.

5

in the video, a lot of them are out in the

6

country, trees and that.

7

around so it doesn't take but one or two to

8

make that number jump.

But then again, also as we see

So there's not much

9

And her numbers, there were cases where

10

there were only under half a mile and then a

11

couple examples.

12

truly accurate till they were a mile or five

13

miles out, at which point then it's a lot

14

more accurate as to what you're looking at.

15

But then again, they contradicted themselves

16

a bit in places.

17

other guy's numbers and he's taking things

18

out too.

19

Her numbers to me weren't

So then you look at the

So you got to sit there and look at it

20

and say statistically and in most cases in

21

statistics, just like in high school when we

22

were hoping the teacher would grade on the

23

curve, they'd throw out the highest grade,

24

the kid that was getting 100 on everything

25

and the skewing in the curve, would get
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kicked out and the bottom would get kicked

2

out to get you what's really the core of

3

what's there.

4

me that stand out the most because that's the

5

way I always did my statistics, was what's

6

the meat?

7

because that's the majority.

8

the main part.

9

tops; you have to throw out the bottoms.

10

And those are the numbers to

That's what's more accurate
That's what's

You have to throw out the

They rail upon the Waynesville plant

11

about the zip code and all the rich homes.

12

Well, the high ends got thrown out on those

13

stats.

14

you've got three, $4 million homes sitting on

15

ridge lines and you've trailers sitting down

16

along the river.

17

to get the middle core of what's there.

18

Those are the accurate numbers and those are

19

the ones that stand out to me.

20

looking at that and I'm going, what are going

21

to be affected because all the other ones

22

that looked at those plants, the majority of

23

those numbers and those houses, they came in

24

after the plant was built.

25

where the plant's been planned and all these

The same with the bottoms.

I mean,

You have to take those out
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homes were there before it.

2

coming in and we're building homes after the

3

fact around the plant after it comes in so

4

there's no way of knowing what the effect is,

5

but just as you said earlier, common sense

6

has to tell you, you take an area that

7

doesn't have something like that that is a

8

detriment and put it there it's going to

9

affect the numbers.

10

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

They're not

On that same point, I struggled

11

with the census track strategy.

Census

12

tracks aren't circular, do not have a round

13

diameter around a specific site, particularly

14

here again, Madison County, they're very

15

linear and they come from one end of the

16

county to the other.

17

the trend is, what you're looking at, whether

18

or not you're in protected land area, whether

19

you're not in that census track in an area.

20

Same thing in Waynesville where the same

21

comparisons were utilized.

22

of that area that could go up into the

23

parkway; you have protected forest lands.

24

struggle with both sides of it, of trying to

25

figure out specifically and not having the

We have no idea what
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1

ability to go do the research and look at

2

where the particular routes are.

3

travel a good bit around North Carolina, and

4

particularly here in the west.

5

MR. TUZIW:

And I

Also, when you get those five-mile

6

circles, what is on the outer edge of that

7

five miles that's just barely in that's

8

affecting that too?

9

-- we've got paper mills there and on those

What plant or is there

10

five miles, we're talking about five miles

11

around a asphalt plant, we're talking in a

12

perfect world where there's nothing else in

13

that five miles but homes.

14

are other things within that five-mile radius

15

on the outer fringes that can be skewing and

16

affecting those numbers because it's close

17

enough on that side of it to make those

18

houses on the outer edges be affecting the

19

price by that too.

20

got to decide which one's going to be more --

21

do you just say okay, I'm going to assume

22

there's nothing inside that range and just go

23

with the numbers or are you going to have to

24

just sit there and say as you said, and we

25

have a lot of that in Madison County, is as I

But we know there

So it's tough.
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call it, dead land because it's not

2

generating any revenue whatsoever.

3

service land.

4

It's poor

I mean, we see that with our fire

5

department.

6

land that they have to cover but they get no

7

tax base out of it because the federal

8

government owns it.

9

their (inaudible) money, they give to the

10

county and the county uses that money and

11

gives it to the schools.

12

departments get nothing for it.

13

take care of it; it's dead land.

14

in those circles, how much of that is dead

15

land?

16

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

17

MR. TUZIW:

18

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

It's where they've got a lot of

They give what little --

The fire
They have to
So again,

Unknown information.

Correct.
So and it's another area that we

19

have to follow fact, what do we know as fact

20

and can we take one over the other?

21

--

22

MR. TUZIW:

That's

And we have to decide which studies we

23

want to give more credence to because they

24

all have credence.

25

their numbers has legitimacy to it.

The way they each one did
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statistics guy, I can sit there and look at

2

all of them and say I can give credence to

3

all of them.

4

put more weight on and which one -- I look at

5

the numbers and which ones, I look at the way

6

they were done and what the ideal or more --

7

the accurate depiction of what the future

8

holds for us.

9

Till it's there, we don't know what it's

10
11

I have to decide which one I

Because it's a guessing game.

going to do.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

It sounds like in listening to

12

the conversation we are all putting or want

13

to go back to item A.

14

me back up and say are we finished with item

15

C in conversation?

16

to discuss?

17

MR. BRIGGS:

Are we finished?

Let

Do we have anything else

Going back to conditions and the

18

immediate neighbors, do we have the authority

19

to come up with a condition of some kind of a

20

-- say a settlement with a --

21

MR. RAMSEY:

Compensation package?

22

MR. BRIGGS:

Compensation for the neighbors?

23

MR. RAMSEY:

Yeah, compensation package, that'd be

24
25

good.
MR. LAWS:

I don't think that that is the kind of
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condition that the statute (inaudible). I

2

don't think that's an area that you can go

3

into.

4

MR. BRIGGS:

Well, that's what, you know, what

5

other folks said they bought the property and

6

they saw it on the weekend and the quarry was

7

shut down, it wasn't crushing, there were no

8

trucks and you know, they were deceived.

9

They didn't know there was a crusher there.

10

We've all get burnt in life somewhere but you

11

know, your home and land is the most

12

expensive thing you're going to invest in

13

life and -- that's what I know.

14

people have a right to run a business, you

15

know, they're entrepreneurs, they want to

16

start a business and they have a right to do

17

that.

18

businesses down here.

19

boils down to money and you kind of pull the

20

emotions out of it and a lot of folks,

21

they've got farms and lady's wanting to grow

22

-- apples and folks that's growing grapes

23

across the river and you know, they're

24

worried about their financial livelihood and

25

so are these folks.

I mean,

People have a right to run their
And there it kind of

You got to, in my mind
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you kind of weighing the walk here, you're

2

walking a line, a thin line.

3

sword and you're trying to weigh using just

4

the facts and not emotions and not fear.

5

I'm sure, I mean, you have to take -- I mean,

6

there are rules and laws and regulations

7

that's already there.

8
9

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

And it's like a

Let's go back to A.

You ready?

Okay.

Will not

adversely affect the health or safety of

10

persons residing or working in the

11

neighborhood of the proposed use.

12

MR. TUZIW:

13

MR. RAMSEY:

14

And

to.

Ernest, this is your sticking point.
You need to talk whatever you want

Are you good with it?

15

MR. TUZIW:

I'm good with it.

16

MS. RHINEHART:

17

MR. RAMSEY:

Are you good with it Robert?

18

MR. BRIGGS:

Yes and no.

19

MR. TUZIW:

20

MR. BRIGGS:

I'm good with it.

Give us your pros and cons.
The biggest con is that my

21

grandson's, my daughter-in-law's parents who

22

he stays with a lot is a half mile past the

23

ballfield -- he spends a lot of time there.

24

And those folks, care about them.

25

some friends that's got houses, building
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houses very close the other direction.

I

2

have family down there, you know, he has some

3

concern.

4

acceptable and what's not?

5

of my mind I've got a farm in the background

6

and everybody here, well, not everybody, I

7

don't know a lot of lady folks will never use

8

any kind of chemical spray but you know, we

9

use Roundup on the farm for years and years.

Who do you believe as far as what's
And in the back

10

Just this last year found out it causes

11

cancer and we've used it for 30 years, it's

12

safe to spray in water.

13

What's going to come out next year or 10

14

years?

15

what's accepted, we have to go by what the

16

levels are, what the EPA says.

17

MR. RAMSEY:

So, yeah.

Who do you trust?

But if we had to go by

But does it have to be a government

18

agent that says that?

19

back to Dr. Coverdale.

20

I do any government agency and because she's

21

got hands-on experience with your children.

22

MR. BRIGGS:

23

MR. TUZIW:

That's where we're
I trust her more than

Yeah, I know that.

I know that.

And I go back to their own experts who

24

when I asked the question, do you believe

25

government levels are safe enough and they
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said no.

I mean, the government levels are

2

set there but we know that lobbying goes in

3

there to get those levels as low as they

4

possibly can.

5

whether or not they believe those levels are

6

a high enough level that they're safe and

7

they say no, I put a lot of credence in that,

8

especially since it was their expert.

So when you ask an expert

9

MR. BRIGGS:

He said any pollution was bad.

10

MR. RAMSEY:

Well, see, that's -- that was very --

11

you know, that was very troubling because

12

that was this side's, you know, is Don's

13

side's experts that --

14

MR. TUZIW:

And I asked for a yes or no answer, do

15

you believe those levels are high enough and

16

he said no.

17
18

MR. RAMSEY:

I know, that really bothered me

because it was --

19

MR. TUZIW:

20

MR. RAMSEY:

21

MR. TUZIW:

That settled our answer.
-- he was not the Opposition's side.
Correct.

So you didn't wind up

22

saying, well, he's just saying that because

23

he's getting paid for it --

24

MR. RAMSEY:

25

MR. TUZIW:

Exactly.

When it's like he said --

-- a lot of weight to me.
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MR. RAMSEY:

Yeah.

2

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

That concerned me, yeah.
So my concerns are, and I've

3

heard several folks say that if this does go

4

through they're going to have to or they are

5

of an opinion that they have no other option

6

but to move.

7

stated that the persons that are in the

8

childcare program and the senior citizens

9

that are in the retirement home in that

Similar to what Ernest has

10

community are multiple households that are of

11

lower wealth and don't have the option to be

12

able to pick up and move.

13

their abilities.

14

and this is all they have.

15

weigh that into this discussion?

16

appreciate those that have the financial

17

ability to be able to move but there are

18

folks in our community -- as we know, this

19

has been a rural community for many, many

20

years.

21

MR. RAMSEY:

That is not within

This has been their home
And how do we
I truly

Well, just about every neighbor I

22

grew -- I grew up, this is my childhood home,

23

just like I grew up right beside Don.

24

many of the folks that we grew up with have

25

gone through that nursing home because they
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have nowhere else they can go, they can't

2

afford to go.

3

-- that's really been a tough one for me

4

because these are the people I love, all

5

these people in this room, all these people.

6

Not the Opposition, not the -- not -- I love

7

these people right here just as much I love

8

these people over here.

9

bothering me, yeah.

10
11

So yeah, that's -- that's the

And so I'm -- that's

Yeah, I get -- it's

tough.
MR. TUZIW:

That's why you don't see people

12

beating down the door to take our jobs from

13

us.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

MR. BRIGGS:

Can I -- Chair, I drunk too much

water, I'm going to have to go back -CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Yes, can we take five minutes,

no talking outside the room.
(WHEREUPON, the hearing was recessed at 8:59 p.m.
and reconvened at 9:09 p.m.)
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

We're going to continue.

Thank

21

you all for calming down, I didn't have to

22

hit the mallet, so we'll proceed with the

23

discussion.

24
25

Okay.
remember.

We left off with -- I can't even
Robert, was it you that made the
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last --

2

MR. BRIGGS:

No, I asked for a break.

3

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

You did have the last word.

4

Okay.

We've taken down the -- we're going to

5

do something.

6

we've got to be able to see and to be able to

7

discuss.

8

down the easel.

I appreciate the camera but

That works, okay.

And we can take

Thank you.

9

Moving forward, we were on item A, Will

10

not adversely affect the health or safety of

11

persons residing or working in the

12

neighborhood of the proposed use.

13

the last conversation was my comments about

14

the individuals similar to Ernest that don't

15

have the option of not being working in the

16

area of that -- of the project, working,

17

living and working.

18

living in the area of the project.

19

guess I would put to us that item brings up

20

what are the facts with regard to health and

21

safety that support our concern?

22

MR. RAMSEY:

I think

I mean, working and
And I

Well, the CDC report that was

23

confusing, you know, that it kept saying by -

24

- that was put in by the -- Donny and his son

25

TJ there, that they put in, that was
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confusing to me but the part where it was

2

getting into and it was saying that kids

3

playing, it could be dangerous for them if

4

they were outside playing in it.

5

that again, very confusing, the whole CDC

6

report because it, parts of it says it's safe

7

and other parts of it says it's not safe.

8

And that's, I guess, were a supposedly

9

reliable source, is the CDC report.

And I found

Do you

10

feel like that was reliable?

11

like the CDC report was reliable or did it

12

confuse you too?

13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Do you feel

It confused me also.

I was

14

struggling with, okay, we have a report that

15

says it is safe and then at the back end

16

there is a discussion about that children

17

live closer to the ground, they have a habit

18

of hand-to-mouth, and having that habit of

19

going to -- everything goes directly hand-to-

20

mouth.

21

right there up the hill and the children --

22

then the other report from California that

23

says children that play out in the afternoon

24

and they have so many close-by properties

25

that have -- are outdoor sports specific to

We have a daycare center that is
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that piece of property, I was definitely

2

trying to make myself determined which one

3

carries more weight than the other.

4

the Salisbury CDC report just did not give me

5

that clarification that I could convince

6

myself to go one way or the other, that it

7

was more convincing.

8
9
10

MS. RHINEHART:

And I --

And I think too, the fact that it

was only a three-day study, that concerns me.
MR. RAMSEY:

Well, the burden was on the -- on the

11

Applicant's side to show that it was not

12

dangerous but the CDC report and I'm afraid,

13

TJ, that just really gave me a lot of cause

14

to show that it -- there was concern that we

15

had from it.

16

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

17

MR. BRIGGS:

18

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

19

MR. TUZIW:

Robert?

I agree.
Mike?

I (inaudible) I mean, there were a lot

20

of concerns over the studies and that, but

21

it's, you know, I go back to -- I keep going

22

back to Dr. Zhang and him saying that those

23

levels are not safe.

24

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

25

MS. RHINEHART:

Darlene?
Oh, I agree, there's concerns in
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1
2

that report.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

So I'm hearing that we are not

3

comfortable using -- we're not comfortable

4

utilizing that as a document that factually

5

supports the safeness, the safety of an

6

asphalt plant near daycare centers or

7

educational facilities and playgrounds?

8

Okay.

9

with that statement.

All of us that agree, I do, I agree

10

MS. RHINEHART:

I agree.

11

MR. RAMSEY:

Yes.

12

MR. BRIGGS:

Repeat the statement exactly again.

13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

That we do not feel like the CDC

14

report strongly -- we do not agree with it

15

that it revealed that it was safe for

16

children to be within the distance.

17

MR. BRIGGS:

I agree.

18

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

19

MR. TUZIW:

20

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

And you agree, Mike or --

Yes.
Okay.

So that is an area that

21

we are in agreement.

Other reports that

22

speak to -- did the Applicant support provide

23

other factual information with regard to

24

health and safety that we can state strongly

25

supported the asphalt plant not compromising
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the health and safety of persons residing or

2

working within the neighborhood of the

3

proposed use or was there witnesses that you

4

felt stated -- was there documents or

5

witnesses that you feel that strongly

6

verified that by fact that it was safe to

7

have an asphalt plant in the short distance

8

of schools, playgrounds, daycare centers and

9

retirement facilities?

10
11
12
13

That were compelling,

is the proper term, not -MR. TUZIW:

I'm not sure what you're asking.

I'm

confused in the question.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Is -- were there -- was the

14

Applicant witnesses or documents compelling

15

enough to state that the health or safety of

16

the persons residing or working in the

17

neighborhood of the proposed use that a

18

asphalt plant was safe and would not

19

compromise their health and safety?

20
21

MR. TUZIW:

Are you asking did they make their

case, is that what you're saying?

22

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

23

MR. TUZIW:

24

MS. RHINEHART:

25

That's what we're asking.

That's what I thought you were saying.
I can give you my opinion, and

that's no.
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MR. RAMSEY:

I think they gave us the -- I think

2

they gave us the information that they meet

3

the state requirements, that the state says,

4

that they're saying that it's safe.

5

concern again there too is the state's also

6

said it's for years, safe to smoke cigarettes

7

because it's been in the best interest of

8

tobacco.

9

in doing what's best for me, so I think it's

10

good that we as a county will look at it as,

11

okay, yeah, that can be the state

12

requirements, but as Robert said earlier, you

13

know, we're kind of the jewel of the Blue

14

Ridge and our air quality is pretty good.

15

have they met the requirements of our people

16

here in the county to be safe?

17

That's back to the question again, you know,

18

are we going to trust the state to be -- say

19

that we're safe, you know, I don't always

20

think the state has always looked after its

21

people, as to Native Americans.

22

MR. TUZIW:

But my

So I don't really trust the state

So

I don't know.

Our job is not to determine whether or

23

not they meet the state standards.

24

is to determine whether in our opinion

25

they're meeting our standards as to what's
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1

safe for our community, not what's the state

2

standards.

3

some cases yes, in some cases no.

4

not what we're trying to decide.

5

trying to decide did they meet the state.

6

The state -- if we give them a permit the

7

state EPA will determine whether they meet

8

those numbers.

9

job is to determine whether we feel in our

10

MR. RAMSEY:

12

MR. TUZIW:

14

But that's
We're not

That's the state's job.

Our

opinion is it safe for us?

11

13

Having that state standards in

But I'm -We're not limited to the state's

numbers, is what I'm getting at.
MR. RAMSEY:

Just -- and I hear you and that's

15

pretty much exactly what I was saying.

16

out of fairness to the Applicant -- well, I

17

said Applicant -- to Donny, that I think they

18

did show that, that they met the state

19

requirements.

20

MR. BRIGGS:

21

MS. RHINEHART:

22

MR. RAMSEY:

But

But I'm not saying that's --

Legally I think they made their case.
Legally.

But --

But now, I wouldn't say legally.

23

wouldn't say legally they made their case.

24

I'd say they met the requirements of the

25

state.

I

Well, meeting all the requirements,
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the legal requirements, I think should go to

2

a -- I think we got it reversed.

3

government's not the highest level, it should

4

be the reverse.

5

highest level -- I know it's not, but I think

6

these folks appearing out here, including

7

Donny, including Donny because he's part of

8

this group too.

9

Sneed and not Mr. Gulden has opinion, don't

The federal

The county should be the

I think these folks, not Mr.

10

matter because they're not from here.

11

They're hired guns.

12

hired guns.

13

there getting paid.

14

to meet the standard of these people, all of

15

these people.

16

These people are not

I don't know these people back
So yeah, I think we need

So yeah, I agree with you all.

It's

17

just, I guess we're saying it in two

18

different ways.

19

saying, yeah, I think they met the state

20

requirement but I don't know if that

21

particulate matter, I think Dr. Coverdale, I

22

trust her more than I do the state.

23

she's -- and she set a little bit of a higher

24

requirement for the air that I think we want

25

to breathe here.

So out of fairness, I'm
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1

MR. TUZIW:

I said it a number of times, but I

2

keep going back to, it's their witness that

3

they didn't believe that the state's levels

4

were high enough.

5

That stuck with me when I asked him point

6

blank, tell me yes or no, do you believe

7

those levels are safe and he said no.

8
9

MR. RAMSEY:

I keep going back to that.

And there you go, they met the state

requirements in the air you can take -- you

10

can take -- you could probably find some

11

state inspectors that would say that, you

12

know, that this is not high enough.

13

our local government looks out better for us

14

than our higher government.

15
16

MR. TUZIW:

Yes.

I think

That's why our higher government

won't run into them (inaudible) tomorrow.

17

MR. RAMSEY:

18

MR. TUZIW:

Exactly.
-- or we can't fear we'll run into

19

them in the grocery store.

20

of you, no matter which way it goes, looks at

21

us strangely when we walk by.

22

doing our job, doing the best we can.

23

got to live together after this.

24
25

MR. RAMSEY:

And we hope none

We're just
We all

And I think all these people are

smart enough and caring enough it don't
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1
2

matter.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

So are we -- do we feel that the

3

testimony and the documents and the reports

4

and exhibits were compelling enough with

5

regard to health and safety from the

6

Applicant?

7

MS. RHINEHART:

8

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

9

MS. RHINEHART:

10
11

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

MS. RHINEHART:

13

MR. TUZIW:

14

MR. RAMSEY:

16

Would not adversely affect.
No.
And this is just section A.

We're just talking about element A.

12

15

Would not adversely affect?

No.

Answer your own question.
What do you think, Karen?

You answer

it.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I honestly can say I again, just

17

as you said, we live here, this is -- we love

18

our community.

19

board.

20

too much back and forth from reports that

21

would speak to both sides.

22

unfortunately not compelling.

23

would -- I would think I'm 100 percent on

24

hearing what he's saying and understanding

25

his position was -- thought I was 100 percent

This is why we're on the

I cannot say that because there was
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there until there was a statement that was

2

stated that there's no level that he felt

3

comfortable with.

4

MR. RAMSEY:

So --

And I hear you and I hear what Mr.

5

Sneed's saying too, you know, about when he

6

was talking about we've got these levels here

7

already.

8

down the street it's going to throw all those

9

pollutants out.

You know if a diesel truck runs

That is right, it is.

It

10

is.

11

don't want to add more to it.

12

that -- there's no easy right answer here but

13

so I've got to err on the side of safety when

14

it comes to that.

15

But I don't want to add to it, I mean, I

MR. BRIGGS:

I don't know

Well, one thing in the back of my

16

mind is that every road has got asphalt on it

17

or concrete.

18

drive a hybrid or a motorcycle or a diesel

19

truck, whatever, it's out there and we have

20

to have it.

21

Do we have the right to say not in my

22

backyard?

23
24
25

MR. RAMSEY:

Every road.

And whether we

It's got to be made somewhere.

I want it but not in my backyard.

I hear you.

I hear you.

That's a

valid point.
MR. BRIGGS:

All the tourists coming in here are
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riding on that pavement whether they're on a

2

bicycle or cars.

3

MR. RAMSEY:

Yeah, but I go to -- I go to the

4

lesser of two evils.

There's an asphalt

5

plant 11 miles up the road.

6

MR. BRIGGS:

I agree.

I agree.

7

MR. RAMSEY:

And I know that that everybody's got

8

a right to benefit.

Donny's got a right to

9

have a business and open his business up and

10

stuff like that.

11

military just like Donny did and fought hard

12

for those rights.

13

Donny Reed, me and him are good friends.

14

we can't just sacrifice everything.

15

there's another plant 11 miles up the road,

16

why do I need another plant here?

17

I mean, is it just to make money or is it

18

better for us to have it here?

19

tough questions.

20

argue both sides of this, I can take up

21

either side and (inaudible) but this is --

22

these are hard -- this is a hard decision.

23

MR. TUZIW:

And I served in the

I got a huge respect for
But

So

You know,

Those are

I hear you because I can

Part of that issue comes down to

24

location too, is the proximity.

25

sits there and well, the more you put
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instead, well, that -- that's not our

2

decision to make, not our decision to say but

3

it comes into it, part of it is why they're

4

such close proximity to Elderberry, to the

5

daycare, to downtown.

6

where it would be maybe not as beneficial for

7

him but more beneficial for the community as

8

a whole, where he could still have his

9

business, still improve his business but at a

10
11

Are there other places

give-and-take.
MR. RAMSEY:

And maybe that's something that we

12

need to look at.

13

something we need to look at another place

14

for an asphalt plant.

15
16
17
18
19

MR. TUZIW:

MR. RAMSEY:

I know, I know.

But I'm saying --

but that's a consideration.
MR. TUZIW:
issue.

21

MR. RAMSEY:

23

But that's not what we're here to

decide.

20

22

You know, maybe that's

Correct.

Yes.

That will be a down-the-road

But I'm saying that that falls

in the back of our mind here now today.
MR. TUZIW:

That's part of the decision of what

24

we're making is based on the location.

25

that's so that we have to do it based on
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where it is.

Robert's saying, you know, not

2

my backyard.

I'm not saying we don't need

3

one or it shouldn't be in our backyard.

4

saying not that corner of my backyard.

5
6
7
8
9
10

MR. RAMSEY:

I'm

Well, I'm saying if we've got one 11

miles up the road, is that not my backyard?
MR. TUZIW:

It is close enough to where, its

proximity -MR. RAMSEY:
MR. TUZIW:

Is that out of my backyard?
And I understand that the problem he

11

has with that is they don't want him to be

12

competition.

13

MR. RAMSEY:

14

MR. TUZIW:

15
16
17

Exactly.
They aren't going to sell to him what

they're selling to others because -MR. RAMSEY:

Or what they're selling to

theirselves --

18

MR. TUZIW:

19

MR. RAMSEY:

20

MR. TUZIW:

21

He has to balance that.

Right --- so he's at a disadvantage.
They're -- two of them in their minds

said they'd be happy if he went away.

22

MR. RAMSEY:

23

MR. TUZIW:

Exactly.
Because then they could get all of his

24

business and I understand you want half that

25

ability to compete and have your business and
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your livelihood.

But we can't control what

2

the other businesses are doing to you.

3

not fair what they're doing to you.

4

fair that when you come in there and

5

competing on a job, it pulls your price and

6

then they want that job too they decide well,

7

they're going to do it themselves at that

8

price so they can undercut you, that's not

9

fair.

nothing we can do about that.

11

what we're here for.

13
14

MR. RAMSEY:

It's not

But unfortunately for you that's

10

12

It's

That's not

Well, I think it's a very -- I'm glad

we (inaudible) because I -MR. TUZIW:

Yeah.

He has a right -- he has a

15

right to do business.

16

people sit there and say, well, he's just

17

doing it to make money.

18

MR. RAMSEY:

19

MR. TUZIW:

I mean, a lot of

Well --

(Inaudible)
-- they're there just doing it to make

20

money.

They're not sitting there selling

21

artwork just because they think it's great

22

and want to give it away.

23

job or a business, it's there to make money.

24

He has a right to do that too.

25

makes this really hard for us because
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everything we decide tonight is going to

2

affect not just him or just them, it's going

3

to affect the whole community, everybody

4

that's involved with it.

5

makes it really tough because, you know,

6

we're human beings too.

7

want to take away from anybody but at the

8

same point we have to do what's -- what we

9

deem to be best for the whole.

10
11
12
13

MR. RAMSEY:

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

That's really good.

So are we ready to make a

decision on that component, on the item A?
MR. TUZIW:

15

vote?

17

I mean, we don't

Good point, glad you brought it

up and explained.

14

16

Yes.

And that's what

Are you asking us if we're ready to

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Only on that section and then we

can vote -- we can state opinion --

18

MR. TUZIW:

We're to vote on it as a whole?

19

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Do you want to -- I'm asking

20

have you or do you want to break it down in

21

sections or come up with reasoning for a year

22

on a section or do want to do it all as a

23

total?

24
25

MR. TUZIW:

I think we should do reasonings on all

of it as a whole and then just do one vote on
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the issue as it's presented to us.

2

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

3

MR. BRIGGS:

4

MS. RHINEHART:

5

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

6

MR. TUZIW:

Robert, what's your thoughts?

I agree.
That'll be fine.
Ernest -- okay.

So the next question then is as we've

7

gone through the three do we need to continue

8

to go through them or --

9

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

10

MR. TUZIW:

11

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

12

MR. TUZIW:

13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Well, we need to give fact.

-- or we wait when they're ready.

Okay.

We need to present why -I understand.
-- under each section.

So I

14

hear that we did not, and correct me, or

15

someone else speak up and say this is what I

16

think we have just stated.

17

I'll step in if you want me to.

18

MR. TUZIW:

19

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I'm more than --

Please do.
I do not believe that there was

20

sufficient evidence or witnesses that to

21

state that the proposed project will not

22

adversely affect the health and safety of the

23

persons residing or working in the

24

neighborhood of the proposed project based on

25

the many witnesses brought information that
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in some cases benefitted the Applicant and

2

then within other parts of their conversation

3

or their discussion information was

4

contradictory to the statements that they

5

were making.

6

read in either direction and specifically one

7

section of a document would have me

8

completely convinced that it was quality

9

information and factual and then in another

The documents again, could be

10

section it was contradictory to the same

11

report.

12

I think that's where I would have to go.

13

It wasn't compelling, sufficiently compelling

14

for me to be able to state that I saw that I

15

felt that they had made their case to a level

16

that I could vote absolutely yes.

17

MR. RAMSEY:

I agree with that.

18

MS. RHINEHART:

19

MR. TUZIW:

20

MR. BRIGGS:

I agree.

21

MR. RAMSEY:

Summed it up good.

22

MR. TUZIW:

23

MR. LAWS:

24

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

25

MR. LAWS:

I agree.

I agree.

I hope you wrote it down -Are you going to address -The other components?

-- the two other components.
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--

2

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

3

MR. LAWS:

4

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

We will.

-- should for the record.
I do too.

Under second, the B,

5

will -- the Applicant proposed project will

6

not be detrimental to the public welfare, and

7

I think we defined "welfare" because it was,

8

I feel like it required a definition, that we

9

defined it as economic impact on the

10

community.

11

positively or negatively impact the potential

12

for economic growth, job creation and from

13

that -- yeah, economic growth or economic

14

welfare, public welfare is a more of an

15

economic indicator.

16
17
18
19
20

MR. BRIGGS:

And my thoughts is, will it

I do not think it would be

detrimental as a economic indicator.
MS. RHINEHART:

I don't feel like we had enough

evidence on it.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I would concur with that.

The

21

evidence that was brought to us was -- the

22

documents and the information that was

23

brought to us was primarily brought to us

24

from the Downtown Marshall Association and

25

tourism data that is, while it was very
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specific to the downtown area and as I stated

2

earlier, we did not have sufficient

3

information regarding other asphalt plants

4

that were near a downtown are, we had a lot

5

of conversation with regard to property

6

values and residential properties but not

7

significant information or witnesses from the

8

Applicant to make it compelling that the

9

impact would not affect the public welfare.

10

MR. BRIGGS:

11

MR. TUZIW:

I agree with that.
I'm going to differ on that since you

12

won't let Whitlock's testimony be a part of

13

it.

14

since that's not part of it, I'm indifferent.

15
16
17
18
19

So -- that would have affected me but

MR. BRIGGS:

What we're saying, there's not enough

-MS. RHINEHART:

Since we can't (inaudible) Mr.

Whitlock is -CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

And I didn't say -- we're all

20

here together.

21

in stating your opinion vote on B or do you

22

feel that there was sufficient compelling

23

factual information on item B, I think is

24

more the proper way to state it.

25

MR. BRIGGS:

Okay.

So are you comfortable

You asking me?
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CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I'm asking everyone.

2

MR. BRIGGS:

you're looking at me.

3

MR. TUZIW:

But

Yeah, I agree with what you're saying,

4

that there wasn't enough factual evidence

5

there.

6

MR. BRIGGS:

7

MS. RHINEHART:

8

MR. RAMSEY:

9
10

I agree, not enough factual evidence.
I agree.

We'll come back to that after C on

mine.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

So I think we'll, if

11

everybody's okay, we'll come back to this

12

one, okay?

13

MR. RAMSEY:

Just for my answer on that.

14

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Okay.

C, the proposed

15

application property project will not be

16

injurious to property or public improvements

17

in the neighborhood.

18

the property component is, and this is me

19

reading into if, it could -- everybody can

20

have -- that they are specifically under the

21

property section.

22

private property, that that is what it is

23

implying.

24
25

MR. LAWS:

So my reading of it is,

While it does not say

Tell me if I'm --

I think property or public

improvements.

I mean, it could have an
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1

effect on public improvements could be water

2

and sewer.

3

those things that I would think the general

4

definition would be something to do with

5

property that might enhance the value of the

6

property, thence public improvements.

7
8
9

Could be roadways.

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

And then in addition to public

improvements.
MR. LAWS:

And it'd be

So we have properties and --

Yeah, properties and then you have

10

public improvements that is basically your

11

infrastructure.

12
13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Correct.

That was how I was

reading it too.

14

So do we feel that the Applicant

15

provided enough witnesses that were

16

compelling and reports for documentation that

17

the project will not be injurious to property

18

or public infrastructure in the neighborhood?

19
20
21

MR. BRIGGS:

I don't think it's going to be

injurious to public infrastructure.
MR. TUZIW:

Yeah, I agree.

It's just not going to

22

hurt the infrastructure, it's the property

23

values.

24
25

MR. BRIGGS:

I mean, you were concerned about

traffic count and traffic control and
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1

everything, that's a federal highway and the

2

turn lanes that are added, I believe have

3

been found to be sufficient to handle any

4

additional traffic that a plant --

5
6
7

MR. TUZIW:

It handles the I-40 reroutes when it

happens -MR. BRIGGS:

Exactly.

And so, I mean, we were

8

concerned -- had a little concern about

9

traffic and you know, everything like that.

10

The way it's designed, the lane widths coming

11

and going.

12
13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

If you'll pull the microphone

over.

14

MR. BRIGGS:

15

MR. TUZIW:

16

So I have --

I do have knowledge of that.
I wasn't concerned about it, I trying

to just get the math on it.

17

MR. BRIGGS:

Yeah, oh yeah, exactly.

Exactly.

18

MR. TUZIW:

19

MR. BRIGGS:

20

MR. TUZIW:

21

easy.

22

concerned about the traffic in the beginning.

23

That wasn't my concern.

24

infrastructure was enough for it, if it

25

wasn't thinned with all the projects and

But I think -He sat there and counted trucks -But it didn't take him long.

It was

But it was just that -- but I wasn't
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1

everything (inaudible) span. Have 35 trucks a

2

day is a lot but that's only if he maxes out

3

and what's the likelihood that that's going

4

to be steady all the way through.

5

concerned about that, I'm concerned about the

6

values.

7

the values and that's one of those snowball

8

effects because not only does that affect

9

their values, it affects the tax base too.

10

I'm not

I'm concerned about how it affects

MS. RHINEHART:

I think it will affect our tax

11

base and values of property and I know that

12

Mr. Whitlock was considered a layperson but I

13

know he's into a lot in this town and I know

14

he has expertise and I take his word.

15

MR. TUZIW:

I would back the numbers.

Both sides

16

gave us numbers to look at.

17

even Ms. Carmichael when I asked for more

18

numbers she came back and she gave me more

19

numbers but also it gave me more concerns

20

going through it.

21

would have loved to been able to ask her some

22

questions on that but we didn't get that

23

opportunity.

24
25

Both sides, and

We had the deposition.

I

But I still go back to the numbers and
I've seen in the other communities that there
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1

is an effect, how much an effect there is, is

2

we can't determine that.

3

presented to us and they look really good

4

when they gave us, you know, the percentage

5

of interest over 15 years, you know, those

6

numbers of 72 percent or 58 percent increase

7

and all.

8

year you just divide that by 15 without even

9

taking in the compounding factor of how much

The numbers are

That's over 50 years.

So over each

10

gain on top of a gain on top of a gain.

11

We're only looking at the one which was 27

12

percent was 1.8 percent a year.

13

The others 4.8, 3.87.

But it only gave

14

us numbers that shows us what was the rate of

15

increase in the economy during that span too

16

so we could see, you know, what did the cost

17

of living go up during that time.

18

turn with that growth rate?

19

growth rate that shows us what it is in a zip

20

code that doesn't have an asphalt plant?

21

Because you can tell me it went up 3.87

22

percent each year for 15 years on just a

23

simple calculation.

24

close by that did not have an asphalt plant,

25

what did they go up over 15 years?

Does that

Is there a

What did a community
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1

tell me whether it affected that or not.

A

2

similar community close by that doesn't have

3

an asphalt plant, what was their rate of

4

increase, because we know property values go

5

up.

6

even with 2008 it still gets wiped out over

7

15 years.

8

show us, that we can compare to a place that

9

doesn't have an asphalt plant so we can see,

Over 15 years, property values go up

They didn't give us numbers that

10

did it or did it not.

Neither side gave us

11

that information.

12

going, please show me what it looks like

13

without an asphalt plant so I can see what

14

these numbers compare.

15

information to show me that I can compare and

16

say if I didn't have an asphalt plant my

17

property value is going up five percent per

18

year versus with one it went up 3.7 percent.

19

I don't know.

20

take your best judgment as to whether you

21

think it will affect it.

I kept sitting there

Nobody gave me the

So once again, you're left to

22

And again, we go back to, these are old

23

plants we're being compared to that had some

24

houses around them but now have a ton of

25

houses around them.

They all went in and
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1

their values when they went in new were

2

affected the day they built the house by what

3

was around it.

4

but whether it's an Ingles distribution

5

center or anything else that's right there,

6

affected those property values right off the

7

bat.

8

going to be affected by what's coming in and

9

they're not going to go up because of it.

Not just the asphalt plant

These property values we have now are

10

MR. RAMSEY:

No, that's good.

11

MS. RHINEHART:

12

appraisers.

13

with.

14

MR. TUZIW:

Well, I had problems with the
I didn't know which one to go

It was conflicting -Yeah, it's a statistical issue.

You

15

give me a set of numbers and you tell me how

16

you want it to turn out, I'll make it look

17

that way.

18

MR. BRIGGS:

19

MR. TUZIW:

Exactly.
Any mathematician can do that.

They

20

can create the base points and they can take

21

out the factors, they can -- it's the same

22

thing with when they do the voting districts

23

and changing boundaries, you know, they want

24

it to turn out their way.

25

of them and wonder how did that little square
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end up in that precinct.

2

want the numbers to turn out, I'm going to

3

make them look that way.

4

MR. BRIGGS:

You tell me how you

But in all fairness with the chart,

5

what it showed was the property didn't

6

decrease in value.

7
8
9
10
11

MR. TUZIW:

Correct.

It went up.

Over 13 years

it went up.
MR. BRIGGS:

But it did go up, it did not go down

or it didn't stay -MR. TUZIW:

These properties after an asphalt

12

plant goes in and their property values were

13

affected, over the next 15 years they will

14

continue to go up.

15

a comparable rate to the other property

16

values that don't have an asphalt plant

17

around them.

18

compare to.

19

county, okay.

20

are going to keep going up.

21

to be affected by an asphalt plant and then

22

they'll go up.

23

to what mine go up?

24

live so far away from everything.

25

me almost an hour to get home, folks.

Will they go up at the --

Nobody gave those numbers to
I live on the other side of the
My property values over there
Their's is going

Will they go up commensurate
Mine gets hit because I
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2

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Do you want me to present the

question again?

3

MR. TUZIW:

You're in charge; do what you want.

4

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

5

there.

6

documents/reports compelling enough that were

7

presented by the Applicant that the -- to

8

state that the property or the project will

9

not be injurious to property or public

Okay.

Just putting it back out

As number C, was the witnesses

10

improvements in the neighborhood?

11

meet that burden?

12

MR. TUZIW:

Did they

Since I'm doing a lot of talking, I'll

13

go first.

I feel that the evidence on

14

negated each other.

15

way or the other.

16

something, he would counter.

17

back with the same person with more

18

information, he would counter.

19

back again with that person to clarify, the

20

numbers just kept changing.

21

trust either set of numbers?

22

sit there and say, the evidence wasn't

23

compelling because they were able to negate

24

each other.

25

does your mind tell you is going to happen?

There was too much one
They would present
He would come

It would come

So how do you
So you have to

So then you have to go to, what
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1

MR. BRIGGS:

2

MR. TUZIW:

3

MR. RAMSEY:

Or toss a coin.
Or toss a coin.
But see, that's where I know a lot

4

probably out here have a concern because

5

they're sitting there going, well, use common

6

sense.

7

not factual.

8
9

MR. TUZIW:

Well, that's not -- common sense is

There is no facts to base that against

that will tell us this is going to happen.

10

But we do have some semblance of an idea of

11

what does happen.

12

studies and for lack of a better way, sure

13

pick the parts of it that we want to look at

14

and sit there and say it was -- I for one,

15

when they start talking half mile, I just

16

quit listening.

17

in an urban setting where packed-in houses

18

half a mile and you're going to get a lot of

19

data.

20

a mile, so I quit listening to those but they

21

beat the heck out of half a mile.

22

going, it's too few to give me an accurate --

23

actually, last night when they showed the

24

chart where the points were all over, that

25

really showed the most because the more data

We can look at both

That's too small.

You know,

Here, you're not getting squat in half
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they had the more the line drew straight and

2

showed you accuracy.

3

accuracy.

4

More numbers means more

And that's what it boils down to.

So in my mind you got to come back at it

5

and say -- I can't say his (pointing to

6

Applicant) was compelling but I can't say his

7

(pointing to Opposition) was compelling

8

either, but his doesn't need to be

9

compelling.

10
11
12

MR. RAMSEY:

His needs to be compelling.

The burden of proof is on the

Applicant.
MR. TUZIW:

Is on the Applicant.

Unfortunately,

13

it's on his and I don't see it as compelling

14

because I can counteract it too many

15

different ways.

16

can look at them and spread it out and maybe

17

go -- I can negate almost everything they

18

said.

19

they said too based on what they said.

20

they don't have to be the ones that proves it

21

to us, they have to be compelling.

22

on that, I can't say that their stuff is more

23

compelling or enough to where I can say it's

24

not going to affect values.

25

in the back of your mind too, you're going,

I can turn them around and I

But I can negate almost everything
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1

it's going to have to affect something,

2

somewhere, some way.

3

property values.

4

business.

5

different things that's going to be injurious

6

but I can't prove all those things because I

7

-- they don't have a plant and be a -- have

8

statistics without a plant.

It's going to affect

It's going to affect

It's going to affect a lot of

9

MR. RAMSEY:

10

sense.

11

saying because I feel like, yes, it is going

12

to be injurious to it but I don't have a

13

definitive number to put on it.

14

the definitive number to show that it's

15

either a positive impact or a negative impact

16

and the burden falls on the Applicant --

17
18

MR. TUZIW:

We can't put it we've got the common
This is -- I feel exactly what you're

So without

To show, to prove -- to be

overwhelmed, to be compelling.

19

MR. RAMSEY:

20

MR. TUZIW:

Yes.
Yeah.

And I'll go back and you keep

21

talking common sense and (inaudible) if

22

common sense were truly common, everybody

23

would have it.

24
25

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I'll start, Robert, I'll start

with you again.
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2
3

MR. BRIGGS:

They did not make the case.

They did

not prove that it was not (inaudible).
MR. TUZIW:

And I, for the reasons I just gave, I

4

do not believe that they gave compelling

5

evidence.

6

MS. RHINEHART:

7

MR. RAMSEY:

8

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

9

MR. LAWS:

I agree.

I agree with what Robert said.
I agree.

So can I just for the record, on

10

element three, it's a five-o vote that the

11

Plaintiff did not make their burden of proof.

12

On element B it is the same?

13
14

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

We

jumped --

15

MR. TUZIW:

16

MR. LAWS:

17

We're still in discussion.

We passed -Let me go back on element A.

What is

the number of votes on element A?

18

MR. RAMSEY:

19

MR. LAWS:

Five-o.
I just want to -- that was five-o, same

20

rationale, they did not meet their burden of

21

proof, that is contradicted, so you're back

22

to B then?

23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

24

MR. RAMSEY:

25

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Yes, we're back to B.

Where are we standing on A right now?
No decision.
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1

MR. BRIGGS:

We're waiting on you.

2

MS. RHINEHART:

3

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

4

MR. RAMSEY:

5

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Wait on you.
You're waiting --

Let somebody else -We didn't -- or you did?

We

6

have three and you and I have not voted yet,

7

or stated an opinion.

8
9

MR. RAMSEY:

I don't think enough evidence was

presented by the Applicant to show that it

10

would not be detrimental.

11

Opposition showed enough information to show

12

that it was detrimental either, but the

13

burden of proof is not on them, it's on the

14

Applicant.

15

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I don't think the

I would state that -- I will

16

state, not would, I will state that I think

17

this was the weakest point of the entire

18

application.

19

have to analyze and make a decision based on

20

the item which is, the project will not be

21

detrimental to the public welfare.

22

it was an area that just was -- happened to

23

be overlooked.

24

welfare, economic growth is so critical to

25

this county, I just don't think -- I know

It is one of the three that we

I think

And I think to public
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1

there's information out there and I would

2

have liked to have seen much stronger

3

information presented to us, specifically

4

around the downtown district, and we had one

5

person of standing that brought the majority

6

of the information to us.

7

So I would say that I did -- could not

8

wrap my brain around that we had received

9

sufficient reports or witnesses to show

10

compelling evidence that the project will not

11

be detrimental to the public welfare.

12

MR. LAWS:

So that's five-o also, correct?

13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Let's state it out loud so

14

everybody's comfortable that that was the

15

decision.

16

MR. TUZIW:

I can make a motion.

I'd like to make

17

a motion at this time that we deny the

18

Applicant's request for conditional use

19

permit.

20

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

21

MR. LAWS:

22

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Need a second.

You don't need -Don't -- I didn't, that was why

23

I was back and forth on that.

You do not

24

need a second.

25

do, just so -- for comfort level that we say

We do need to vote.
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1

each one of us.

2

heard we have a five-zero item A.

3

five-zero on item C and --

4

MR. RAMSEY:

5

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I think in my opinion I've
We have

On B?
No, we haven't -- we didn't vote

6

on B individually.

7

is, Mike, do you care if we -- you have a

8

motion on the floor, do you care if we go

9

back and vote on B and then --

10
11

MR. TUZIW:

Which way I was saying

Voting on a motion that's on A, B and

C all at once.

12

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

13

MR. RAMSEY:

14

MS. RHINEHART:

15

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

16

MR. RAMSEY:

17

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

18

MR. LAWS:

Are you comfortable with --

We did vote on B.
I thought we did, too.
I made my opinion.

I don't --

We already -Okay.

You got -- are we on B?

Just for the record, you've addressed

19

each of the elements individually.

20

will not adversely affect health or safety of

21

persons residing or working in the

22

neighborhood of the proposed use.

23

that the Plaintiff did not meet their burden

24

of proof, five-o on that element, correct?

25

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

Uh-huh.
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2

MR. LAWS:

Would you all just signify so by

raising your right hands so she can put it --

3

(ALL BOARD MEMBERS RAISE THEIR HANDS)

4

MR. LAWS:

On the second element you have agreed

5

that the Plaintiff has not met their burden

6

of proof in showing that the proposed asphalt

7

plant will not be detrimental to the public

8

welfare.

9

correct, raise your hand.

Similar vote, five-o.

10

(ALL BOARD MEMBERS RAISE THEIR HANDS)

11

MR. LAWS:

If that's

And on the third element Plaintiff has

12

not met their burden of proof that the

13

asphalt plant will not be injurious to

14

property or public improvements to the

15

neighborhood.

16

If so, indicate by raising your right hand.

Is that also a five-o vote?

17

(ALL BOARD MEMBERS RAISE THEIR HANDS)

18

MR. LAWS:

19

MR. TUZIW:

And now, if Mr. Tuziw, if you will -Would you like -- restate my motion?

20

I make motion at this time that we deny the

21

Applicant's request for conditional use

22

permit on the grounds that we have just

23

stated.

24
25

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

All those in favor please raise

your hand.
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(ALL BOARD MEMBERS RAISE THEIR HANDS)

2

MR. LAWS:

So let's -- we've got to address the

3

completion of this, you voted on it, this has

4

to be reduced in writing to an order and the

5

order for statute has to be served on the

6

appropriate parties.

7

any -- that is what initiates any appeal

8

rights that a party may have.

9

That is what initiates

There are several ways that the order

10

can be reduced to writing.

The Chairman or I

11

can prepare such an order.

You can authorize

12

her to sign it.

13

parties to prepare a proposed order and let

14

opposing counsel review that and send it to

15

us and we can modify it and edit it.

16

your pleasure?

17
18
19
20

MS. RHINEHART:

What's

Did you say that you can prepare

it?
MR. LAWS:

I can prepare it to give with the

assistance of the Chairman.

21

MS. RHINEHART:

22

her.

23

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

24

MR. LAWS:

25

We could ask the prevailing

I prefer that you prepare it with

Okay.

I support that.

And probably you also authorize the

Chairman to execute the order once signed and
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served it as required by law?

If you do, so

2

signify by raising your right hand.

3

MR. RAMSEY:

4

MR. LAWS:

5

(ALL BOARD MEMBERS RAISE THEIR HANDS)

6

MR. LAWS:

7
8
9

Do we get a copy of it?
You will have --

Any other questions?

Entertain a

motion to adjourn.
CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

I just would like to thank

everyone for your time, your patience and for

10

keeping yourself at a level that we could do

11

the job that we had to do on all levels.

12

-- (audience applauds).

13

CHAIRMAN KIEHNA:

14

(WHEREUPON, the hearing was adjourned at 10:05

15

Motion to adjourn --

p.m.)

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA)
)
COUNTY OF RUTHERFORD
)

C E R T I F I C A T E

I, Marianne S. Aguirre, Verbatim Reporter and
Notary Public, do hereby certify that the aforesaid
testimony was transcribed by me and that the foregoing pages
constitute a verbatim and complete transcription of the
testimony conducted herein as can be obtained from the audio
record thereof.
I do further certify that I am not of counsel
for or in the employment of any parties to this action, nor
do I have any interest, financial or otherwise, in the
outcome thereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
subscribed my name, this the 24th day of July, 2019.

______________________________
Marianne S. Aguirre
Notary No.: 19961490099
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